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Disclaimer
This paper discusses the general practice of establishing a Central Counterparty in various
countries. In particular it reflects the following steps of creating a CCP specifically in Ukraine,
such as set-up, functionality, testing, launching. The report takes into account Ukrainian
context. It is based on a variety of assumptions outlined below. It reflects the steps and preconditions to those steps as experienced in other countries. Furthermore, such staged
approach of creating a CCP is fully compliant with international standards – PFMI IOSCO.
The actual expediency of building a CCP in Ukraine will be determined by other studies,
market participants and various other stakeholders. Main business processes and functions
of a CCP, described in this report, will lie in the foundation of an assessment study of NEXTUA, which will also outline cost-benefit analysis and potential financials of a CCP in Ukraine.
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PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT
A multi-asset Central Counterparty in Ukraine (NewCo CCP) is being designed to provide
clearing and settlement services, as the central counterparty to regulated trading platforms
and defined OTC markets in Ukraine. Clearing through NewCo CCP is designed with reference
to all applicable international standards and will enable Clearing Members to mitigate risk,
benefit from greater capital efficiency and security, together with a level of operational
efficiency and resiliency unknown in the market to date.
This document provides a detailed perspective of the services to be offered by NewCo CCP,
to Clearing Members and their clients under normal operating conditions whilst providing
detail on how defaults and market shocks are absorbed and managed. The purpose of this
document is to provide, USAID, EBRD, ACC and potential private anchor investors under the
NEXT-UA, context with sufficient detail to understand the key business processes and
interactions that NewCo CCP will undertake.
USAID FST is undertaking a comprehensive review of the post-trade infrastructure across all
post-trade business processes and systems. This includes equities, derivatives, commodities
including power, energy, agriculture, with a view to implementing central counterparty
clearing – including risk and collateral management, settlement services, central securities
depository and attendant functions. From the point of a multi asset CCP project approval, this
complete revitalization of Ukraine’s post-trade infrastructure is a multi-year program.
This document aims to provide:
a) a detailed assessment of ‘actors’ in an IOSCO compliant end to end post trade
infrastructure – with a primary focus on Central Counterparties,
b) future state Post Trade Target Operating Model,
c) CCP core business functionality and design,
d) CCP interaction within the post trade ecosystem,
e) CSD functionality and requirements,
f) CCP for Securities
g) the benefit of SWIFT ISO20022, and
h) considerations around the impact of Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT).
The CCP descriptors are as asset class agnostic, as is possible, with the main body of the
document primarily focused on derivative functionality, whilst Section A highlights the key
attributes for a Securities CCP.
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INTRODUCTION
Financial Market Infrastructures (FMIs) lie at the heart of the financial system and play a
crucial role in helping the economy and financial markets to function. FMIs facilitate the
movement of cash and securities needed to settle transactions. A central counterparty
intermediates exposure between market participants, guaranteeing that financial obligations
are met. In essence - FMIs manage, reduce and allocate the inherent risks arising from
transactions between market participants.
For these reasons, central banks, given their monetary policy and financial stability mandate
have a long-standing interest in financial market infrastructures, which include payment
systems, securities settlement systems and central counterparties (CCPs) recognizing the
economic functions they serve as well as the risks they carry for the financial system. In light
of the importance of these infrastructures, FMIs have become the subject of detailed
oversight and regulation globally. FMIs are now supervised by an appropriate, regulated
domestic supervisory authority, subject to specific and explicit rules and regulations, usually
under the supervision of the domestic Regulatory/Supervisory body. Well-functioning FMIs,
subject to the appropriate regulatory regime, improve the stability of markets and the wider
financial system as the financial markets rely on the continuity of the services they provide.
Systemic risk is the possibility that an event could trigger severe instability or collapse an
entire industry or economy. It is the risk of a major failure of a financial system, whereby a
crisis occurs when providers of capital, i.e., depositors, investors, and capital markets, lose
trust in the users of capital, i.e., banks, borrowers, leveraged investors, etc. The most
important feature of systemic risk is that the risk spreads from unhealthy institutions to
relatively healthier institutions through a transmission mechanism. Financial systems are
especially vulnerable and even more causal to systemic risk than other sectors and
components of the economy. Banks tend to leverage up to the maximum amount, as seen in
the structure of their balance sheets. The complex network of exposures among financial
institutions creates a significant threat that the surviving banks will lose part or all of their
investments, along with the collapsing bank. And, if such a failure takes place suddenly or
unexpectedly, there could be losses significant enough to threaten or take down the
responding banks.
By enabling transactions to be settled smoothly, CCPs are a key ingredient to the stability of
the financial system, sitting between the buyer and seller of a trade, taking on the
obligations of each counterparty.
CCPs place themselves between the buyer and seller of an original trade, leading to a less
complex web of exposures. CCPs effectively guarantee the obligations under the contract
agreed between the two counterparties (Clearing Members). In the event that one
counterparty fails, CCPs can reduce counterparty credit risk, through the default management
procedures and resources of the CCP as well as the ‘netting’ of exposures that arise in a world
of non-cleared trades. As a consequence of clearing trades centrally, however, CCPs
themselves become crucial points in the financial network. For this reason, it is important for
CCPs to manage properly both risks to themselves and risks stemming from their activities to
6

the markets they serve; and for supervisors to ensure that CCPs are managed and operated
effectively in a way that takes account of their systemic importance.
The Futures Industry Association released the 2020 yearly statistics1 that show the total
number of futures and options traded on exchanges worldwide reached a record level of
46.77 billion contracts in 2020, up 35.6% from 2019. Total futures trading rose 32.7% to 25.55
billion. Total options trading rose 39.3% to 21.22 billion. Open interest, which measures the
number of outstanding contracts at a point in time, also reached a record high, reaching 987.3
million contracts at year-end, up 9.7% from December 2019.
Central clearing via a CCP is a prerequisite for the development of the local capital markets
according to international standards. Officials across the world have responded to the 200809 financial crisis by expanding the role of central clearing in capital markets in order to derisk the financial system. EMIR2 has established a harmonized set of requirements for CCPs
across member states. The result is that all major exchange-traded markets in the EU rely on
CCPs for central clearing; by contrast, central clearing is limited primarily to the larger
markets in the CEE region (Austria, Greece, Hungary and Poland), other local CEE markets
mostly have clearinghouses that provide netting services, but do not mitigate the
counterparty credit risk.
International investors have come to expect central clearing in these markets, especially in
countries where assessing the credit worthiness of local counterparties is not
straightforward. In the appropriate environment, with the appropriate legal and regulatory
infrastructure, a CCP will foster the growth, deepening and diversification of local capital
markets through four mechanisms:





Increased trading, liquidity and secure settlement for domestic participants, with
increased STP
Increased investor trust and flow of international investment
Enhanced efficiency of market intermediation for established brokerages by
reducing the risk cost, increasing liquidity
Improved solidity and resilience of the financial system due to the risk mitigation
effect of the CCP

There are currently no Central Counterparty services, as defined by International standards3,
operating in Ukraine. There are various individual and adhoc post trade services provided by
three core entities:


Settlement Centre (SC), operating under a banking license and performing cash
settlements4

1

Global futures and options trading reaches record level in 2020 | FIA
The European Market Infrastructure Regulation is an EU regulation for the regulation of over-the-counter
derivatives, central counterparties and trade repositories. It was originally adopted by the EU legislature on
July 4, 2012 and came into force on August 16, 2012.
3
PFMI and/or EMIR
4
Unfortunately referred to as a Central Counterparty (although it fulfils limited if any such functions as per
PFMI definitions of a CCP)
2
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Two CSDs – National Depository of Ukraine (NDU) and National Bank of Ukraine (NBU)
depository. However, services within both of these entities, are generally limited to
aspects of settlement, transfers of cash, depository functions at varying levels.

These services are generally operated within the confines of pre-funding.
Some Exchanges also provide additional post trade services in an effort to provide a full
vertical stack of services. These services do not adhere to PFMI recommendations, have a
weak capital base and limited if any default management processes.
Bilateral settlement exists, with no guarantee of settlement with the resulting risks ever
present – payment failure, settlement breaks and resultant debt.
Legislative and regulatory standards are outdated and do not yet comply with respective EU
legislation. Capital market infrastructure is underdeveloped. There are six stock exchanges
that do not concentrate liquidity, no derivatives trading, the main risk mitigating tool is full
pre-deposit of cash (limiting liquidity on the market) and a net settlement system for
securities.
Currently the Commodities market is unregulated, with no centralized trading platform,
resulting in limited liquidity, no access to hedging and all counterparties bearing levels of risk
non-existent in other more organized markets.
To date, the Ukraine does not have properly functioning FMIs to facilitate capital and
commodity markets development in Ukraine5.

5

i) Overview of Financial Market Infrastructures for Capital and Commodity Markets, by USAID FST, July 2020
and ii) Gap Analysis completed by B Kennedy March 2021
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL CONCEPT FOR A CCP
1.1 WHY A CCP IS IMPORTANT
According to European legislation, a CCP is an entity that becomes a buyer for every seller
and seller to every buyer, usually through either novation or open offer. In addition, a CCP
performs clearing, which is the process of establishing positions, including the calculation of
net obligations, and ensuring that financial instruments, cash, non-cash or both, are available
to secure the exposures arising from those positions6.
In essence, CCP acts as a risk buffer: it concentrates and manages risks and resolves default,
if one occurs. The CCP’s regulatory requirements are designed to ensure stability for the
entire financial system, and thus, are very high. Increased safety and availability of capital
allows market participants to increase liquidity and depth of market through increased
confidence and trading limits.
CCPs perform two primary functions as the intermediary in a transaction: clearing and
settlement. As counterparties to the buyers and the sellers, CCPs guarantee the terms of a
trade - even if one party defaults on the agreement. CCPs bear the lion's share of the buyers'
and sellers' credit risk when clearing and settling market transactions.
The CCP collects sufficient collateral from each buyer and seller to cover potential losses
incurred by failing to follow through on an agreement. In such cases, the CCP replaces the
trade at the current market price. Monetary requirements are based on each trader’s
exposure and open obligations.
CCPs shield the associated traders’ identities from one another. CCPs also protect trading
firms against default from buyers and sellers who are matched by an electronic order book
and whose creditworthiness is unknown. Furthermore, CCPs reduce the number of
transactions that are being settled by netting obligations. This helps smooth operations while
reducing the value of the obligations, which helps money move more efficiently among
traders.
CCPs significantly reduce systemic risk and their amplifying factors in financial markets in
several ways: CCPs serve the financial system in a unique way as transparent independent risk
manager.
They prevent the build-up of excessive risk – a centrally cleared market structure reduces
interconnectedness of market participants. Because CCPs’ multiple lines of defense are
available to serve as loss absorbers, they mitigate defaults and protect the market against
shocks that would otherwise have devastating effects in an uncleared market with insufficient
collateralization.
Given their role, there are a number of pre-requisites for CCPs to perform their important
function and set out by legislation. CCPs must adhere to the highest quality standards, as, for

6

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32012R0648
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example, set out by the European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR)7. These include
governance and incentive structures, prudent risk management standards, high quality
operational capabilities and liquidity arrangements. Last but not least, CCPs must continue to
serve as trusted, stable counterparties by providing transparency to their users and
stakeholders.
To ensure that CCPs can respond appropriately if confronted with unprecedented and
unforeseen events, mechanisms and tools need to be in place that enable the recovery of
viable CCPs and the resolution of unviable ones. These recovery and resolution plans will
ensure that in scenarios that overwhelm expectations, CCPs are a mechanism to manage their
impact and mitigate uncertainty, as well as ensure positive ex ante incentives for the CCP and
its participants.
CCPs have proven their capabilities in the past financial crisis, and the extension of their use
for previously lightly regulated and undercollateralized markets has forged ahead. CCPs have
been refined and improved through various regulations to enshrine their best features, and
the establish robust back-stop measures.
In summary, the use of a well-designed CCP creates a resilient financial market structure,
suited to enhance and develop the market, whilst being designed to handle crises in a
controlled and effective manner.

1.2 MULTILATTERAL NETTING
CCPs reduce counterparty credit risk by netting exposures across their Clearing Members:
that is, offsetting an amount due from a member on one transaction against an amount owed
to that member on another, to reach a single, smaller net exposure.
When trades are centrally cleared, the original counterparties’ contracts with one another
are replaced or ‘novated’ — with a pair of equal and opposite contracts with a CCP. Hence
the CCP becomes the buyer to the original seller, and the seller to the original buyer.
The illustration overleaf provides a simplified example of this.
Bank A enters into a contract that requires it to pay $8 million to Bank C; Bank C has a contract
requiring a payment of $10 million to Bank B; and Bank B has a contract with Bank A where it
must pay Bank A $6 million.
The arrows in the top panel represent the gross exposures on these bilateral trades when
these are not cleared centrally.

7

Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July 2012 on OTC
derivatives, central counterparties and trade repositories Text with EEA relevance (europa.eu)
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Bank A

Bank A

$8m

$6m

$6m
$8m

CCP
$6m
$8m

Bank C

Bank B

Bank B

$10m
$10m

Bank C

$10m

Following novation of trades, the CCP sits between the buyer and seller of each bilateral
transaction (Chart 2).
This allows gross exposures to be ‘netted’, reducing exposures, liquidity requirements and
payment values and in the event of a default, limiting the market impact (Chart 3).

Bank A

$2m

For example, Bank B is exposed to potential
losses of $10 million if trades are not cleared,
but clearing means it has a single net exposure
of $4 million to the CCP.

The CCP also holds collateral, ‘initial margin’, to
mitigate against the risk of default. The netting
$4m
$2m
of the payment obligations can also reduce the
Bank C
Bank B
liquidity needs of members arising from those
contractual obligations. Whether payment
obligations arise only on a single settlement
date or over the life of a contract, the CCP can
calculate a single, net amount due from (or to) each member. Using the example above, Bank
A is obligated to make a gross payment of $8 million and receive a payment of $6 million if
trades are not cleared. But with central clearing and net settlement, this is reduced to a single
net payment obligation of $2 million. For some financial products, members’ net payment
obligations to or from the CCP are settled on a daily basis (or more frequently if there are
large movements during the course of the day) to prevent the build-up of large exposures.
Payments that become due because of changes in financial market prices are known as
‘variation margin’ payments.
CCP

The result of the credit standards and margining systems employed by CCPs and enforced on
the market is twofold. Firstly, credit risk is homogenized; and secondly, credit risk monitoring
is delegated. Both of these effects reduce the costs to market participants.


Credit risk is homogenized through standardized margining and member capital
requirements.
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In addition, the CCP’s risk-management mechanisms are supplemented by
mutualization or loss sharing. Since every Clearing Member’s counterparty is the CCP,
it does not matter which member a market participant enters into a trade with.

Informational costs and asymmetries are also reduced by having a central counterparty.

1.3. CCP AND THE REDUCTION OF SYSTEMIC RISK
CCPs reduce systemic risk in three ways:


A CCP as independent risk manager does not take on proprietary risk and reflects the
risk exposure by neutral valuation and prudent collateralization. Prudent levels of
collateralization in turn align market participants’ risk-related incentives up front,
preventing excessive risk taking.
Interconnectedness in the market is reduced by both the structure of centrally cleared
markets, i.e., novation/open offer by the CCP, and by multilateral netting.
A CCP is better able to absorb shocks by its multiple lines of defense and its default
management process. These advantages decrease the uncertainty in financial markets
and thus mitigate domino effects and spill-overs to the whole market.




These advantages of CCPs lead to greater safety and integrity in the financial system. The
explicit and transparent rule sets for losses in defaults create positive incentives to manage
various concentration risks ex ante. Systemic events become less likely and their impact can
be mitigated more effectively. In other words, CCPs serve as shock absorbers for the market
and act as systemic risk managers.
To sustainably and effectively fulfill their role as systemic risk managers, it needs to be
ensured that CCPs themselves are resilient. Therefore, CCPs need to comply with high
standards regarding their governance and incentives, risk management, liquidity
management, and operations. EMIR sets out some of the highest standards globally.
CCPs might still face unprecedented and unforeseen events that overwhelm their quality
standards and lines of defense. Even in such extreme scenarios, a CCP has advantages over
an interconnected bilateral structure since it allows more effective central decision making
on recovery and resolution tools under the supervision of a competent authority. To ensure
that the problems of a single CCP or dramatic market-wide shocks do not negatively affect
the whole financial system, CCPs need to have recovery and resolution mechanisms in place
as a last resort.
Mitigation of Systemic Risk by Central Counterparty Clearing
CCPs as independent risk managers


Neutral valuation of risk exposure at market
prices
prevents

Excessive risk
taking
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Enforcement of independently determined
collateralization levels

Addressing interconnectedness with central clearing



Novation/open offer of contracts
Multilateral netting reducing risk exposure

lowers

Interconnectedness
of market
participants

mitigates

Insufficient
collateralization of
market and credit
risk

Protecting market participants from CM defaults



Insuring against tail risk by robust lines of
defense
Reducing the impact of a default by
transparent default management processes

Overall, CCPs reduce systemic risks substantially compared to non-centrally cleared
markets. They effectively address major root causes of the financial crisis by preventing
excessive risk taking, reducing interconnectedness, absorbing losses and related shocks in
the financial system, and facilitating central decision making based on predefined rules. By
mitigating systemic risk, CCPs have demonstrated their ability to prevent costs for the public
comparable to the financial crisis of the past.

1.4. REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS: PRINCIPLES FOR PFMI
The Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures (PFMI) contain demanding international
standards for payment, clearing and settlement systems, including central counterparties.
Issued by the CPSS and the International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO), the
standards are designed to ensure that the infrastructure supporting global financial markets
is robust and well placed to withstand financial shocks.
The principles apply to all systemically important payment systems, central securities
depositories, securities settlement systems, central counterparties and trade repositories
(collectively "financial market infrastructures"). They replace three previous sets of
international standards set out in the core principles for systemically important payment
systems (CPSS 2001) and the Recommendations for central counterparties (CPSS-IOSCO,
2004). CPSS and IOSCO have strengthened and harmonized these three sets of standards by
raising minimum requirements, providing more detailed guidance and broadening the scope
of the standards to cover new risk-management areas and new types of FMIs.
In order to achieve the standards required by CPSS/IOSCO, NewCo CCP 8 is required
to implement a comprehensive risk management framework, designed to ensure the timely
settlement of relevant contract transactions (securities, derivatives, commodities, bonds, FX
etc..) by adequately controlling credit, market and liquidity risks. NewCo CCP must also have
8

The CCP to be potentially created for Ukraine plc
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appropriate policies, procedures and controls in place to manage the additional risks that its
services are exposed to, including legal risk, settlement risk, general business risk, custody
and investment risks, and operational risk.
The Competent Authority/ Supervisor may require NewCo CCP to observe and apply the
Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures (PFMI) published by the Committee on
Payment and Settlement Systems (CPSS) and the International Organization of Securities
Commissions (IOSCO) in April 2012. In addition, NewCo CCP may be expected to meet the
public quantitative disclosure standards which complement the disclosure framework and
also form the minimum disclosures of central counterparties under Principle 23 of the PFMI
and the format set out by the Global Association of Central Counterparties (CCP12).
Infrastructures, as defined by the PFMI would be categorized as an FMI as and when it reaches
systemic importance. Such importance is based on various parameters such as;
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

volume and value of transactions;
share in the overall financial markets’ activity;
markets in which it is operating;
degree of interconnectedness and interdependencies;
criticality in terms of concentration of activities

The PFMI are designed to ensure that the essential infrastructure supporting domestic and
global financial markets is even more robust and thus even better placed to withstand
financial shocks.
EMIR sets minimum standards for CCPs9
Standards
Governance and Incentives
 Robust and transparent governance with clear organizational
structure
 Experienced senior management
 External risk committee to advise CCP on risk management
 Suitable shareholder structure to ensure sound and prudent
management
Risk Management
 Non-discriminatory and transparent membership criteria for
clearing members with sufficient financial resources and
operational capacity
Lines of defense (default waterfall) including
– Margin requirements covering potential losses of OTC
derivatives with 99.5% confidence over a 5 business day
period and losses of other financial instruments with 99%
confidence over a 2 business day period
– Stress period in initial margin calculation, weighted by at

9

Relevant Article
Article 26 - 30

Article 37 - 48

EMIR 2012. EMIR Technical Standards 2013
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least 25%
– Default fund covering largest or combined second and third
largest losses in extreme but plausible market conditions –
CCP dedicated resources covering losses exceeding the
margins and the default fund
 Highly liquid collateral with minimal credit and market risk to
cover exposures, taking into account liquidity and
concentration risk on certain assets
 Detailed and actionable default procedures, enabling prompt
action to safeguard the CCP and the wider market
Liquidity Management
 Maximum 25% of the credit lines from the same Clearing
Member and associated institutions
 Daily measurement of liquidity needs to protect against the 2
largest exposures in a default
Operations
 Clearly defined business continuity plans to ensure minimum
service level of critical functions (2 hours maximum recovery
time)
 Maintaining secondary processing and business sites for
business continuity

Article 44

Article 34

The CPSS/IOSCO standards have three characteristics:





Principle-based: these are not rules that prescribe exactly how a system should be set
up or operated. A CCP can comply with a standard in various ways;
Preventive: the standards are designed to reduce the risks in advance. The overseers
will therefore test any systemic changes at a CCP in advance. In addition, there are
several general standards for ensuring fair and open access to the CCP as well as
efficiency and good governance;
Minimal: the standards indicate a minimum the CCP must satisfy, but the CCP can also
opt to take its compliance beyond this minimum.

A CCP that has been set up according to the EMIR provisions also largely satisfies the
CPSS/IOSCO standards for CCPs. Supplementary to EMIR, these standards also contain rules
which actual settlement must satisfy. For instance, settlement must take place, in so far as
possible, on an account held by the CCP and Clearing Members at a central bank. In addition,
a CCP must clearly describe when a settlement is final and, hence, irreversible. Finally, a CCP
must prevent clients from running extra risk, for instance by failing to ensure the
simultaneous settlement of both sides of a transaction.
In summary, the reduction (through netting and collateralization), the mutualization and
the orderly distribution of losses are the key differences between trades that are centrally
cleared compared to non-cleared transactions. The netting benefits reduce the size of
exposures at default, and also the liquidity demands on traders during what could be
stressed market conditions. Losses in excess of collateral provided by the defaulters are
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mutualized and allocated in a transparent and orderly fashion, reducing some of the
uncertainty that would otherwise arise in the event of a firm’s failure.

1.5. GOVERNANCE
The efficiency, safety, and soundness of financial markets depend on the operation of core
infrastructure - exchanges, central counter-parties and central securities depositories. How
these institutions are governed critically affects their performance. However, despite their
importance, there is little certainty, still less a global consensus, about their governance. FMIs
play a fundamental role in ensuring the efficiency, safety, and soundness of financial markets
globally, and more generally in furthering economic development.
CCPs have considerable scope and discretion to influence how risk is managed in the markets
they serve through their margin requirements and other binding rules; in effect they are
systemic risk managers. A CCP should demonstrate that its governance and decision-making
processes reflect the risk management purpose of the institution. This means having
adequate regard not only to the management of micro prudential risks to the institution itself,
but also the interests of the financial system as a whole. A strong user representation in the
FMI’s governance and the inclusion of independent directors, on both the board and the risk
committee, is one way to help to ensure that the approach to managing risks is suitably broad
in scope.
Governance Structure - Options
Historically, market infrastructure operators were set up and owned by national financial
authorities such as the Central Bank or the Ministry of Finance. This approach was justified
as FMIs were perceived as “public utilities” and “natural monopolies” operating in a
network environment characterised by economies of scale and of scope. Furthermore, there
was early recognition that FMIs played an important role in the development of domestic
economies, and therefore, having control over their operation was perceived as important.
Following the deregulation of financial markets in the 1990s, the majority of FMIs became
privately owned entities. Among privately owned CCPs and CSDs, there are different
ownership models. Many belong to publicly listed companies, while some are user-owned.
Some are part of a corporate group including an exchange, while others are owned and
operate separately from each other.
Only a few central banks still operate settlement and clearing systems directly in mature
markets. In the case of developing markets, the involvement of central government is highly
recommended to signal support, contribute to start-up capital, provide guidance and ensure
policy objectives are met. This could take the form of a minority shareholding with or
without a controlling interest. Over time this interest could be diluted as the market
matures and wider private investment.
A number of advantages arise from the use of private ownership:
- Less constrained by public sector procedures and requirements, enabling the
company to innovate and react faster to commercial market developments as they
arise
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-

-

-

Facilitates investment from key stakeholders that can be changed as the company
moves through foundation, start-up & build, live operation and expansion
Private companies are better placed to attract the necessary talent and skills to build
and run a CCP. Compensation structures that include an element of equity, common
in global FMIs, can align longer term objectives of the organisation and key
executives, having due regard to risk management
Where the company is listed, the listing requirements provides an additional layer of
transparency for key stakeholders in the FMI. Thought does need to be given to how
the regulatory responsibilities for oversight of the market is allocated between
central authorities and the market operator. There are a number of models of how
this could work, e.g., LSEG, HKEX.
A private structure more easily lends itself to benchmarking across peer FMIs – for
example setting what a reasonable market fee level should be and what is an
acceptable return on equity.

With respect to disadvantages:
- a potential conflict for the smooth operation of the market exists where ownership
is separated from clearing participation – where clearing members remain the
ultimate underwriters of CCP default risk. Owners usually have commercial
expectations of a return on equity invested, with limited liability in the case of CCP
default.
- A private company can be exposed to market actions and ownership moving to
competitors and/or foreign ownership, which may be against policy objectives and
impede market development.
A hybrid of the private company is a “user-owned, user-governed” structure, such as that
used by the Depository Trust & Clearing Corp (DTCC) in the mature, developed US domestic
equity and fixed income markets. This seeks to align ownership and user objectives, but
does not have a profit maximisation commercial mandate per se, rather reducing total
market costs and market risk that all participants can share in. This could potentially stifle
investment in new products if users cannot agree priorities, and also be slow to react to
external competitive changes if overly inward focussed. Care is also required to ensure all
users get a voice in governance, rather than larger, better resourced and organised firms
dominating the operating and development agenda.
A strong executive and governance structure is required to balance all stakeholder interests.
Governance Checks and Balances
Irrespective of ownership structure, the development and adoption of global regulatory
standards around FMIs has provided some clear direction with respect to board structure,
governance and the mandate of both public and private FMIs. There are several ways that
checks and balances can be implemented that allows a privately owned CCP to balance its
public functions and its commercial profit-making objectives, including but not limited to:
- Oversight by the regulatory supervisor of fee levels and rule changes
- Inclusion of a public interest mandate within the company articles, and the
prioritisation of that interest over commercial interests where conflict arises
- Restrictions on controlling interests
- Meaningful inclusion of user stakeholders in governance for a that promotes
collaboration between CCP and market participants
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-

A comprehensive independent risk management framework that promotes the role
of the CCP as a neutral risk manager and safeguards the CCP incentive structures on
the basis of risk management standards, preventing a competitive “race to the
bottom” on risk.

In Europe, which has a mature legal and regulatory framework, the promotion of
competition is seen as a central policy objective. Theoretically, the various layers of the FMI
eco-structure have rights of access to each other’s markets. In reality, significant legal,
market, economic and technical barriers to entry exist that prevents this being fully
effective, particularly so in the case of new entrant start-ups, resulting in derivative and
commodity markets having principally a dominant trading venue, CCP and CSD. In light of
the current Ukrainian capital and commodity market environment and strategy, it is
appropriate to build the core central infrastructure (technical, legal and
regulatory/supervisory structure) initially, to build critical mass, attract talent, maximise
investment, and thereafter release the reigns promoting competition as the market grows.
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CHAPTER 2: KEY IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
A number of conditions need to be met before a CCP can be implemented successfully,
including,
a) a supportive legal and regulatory framework,
b) a supportive ownership and capital structure for the CCP,
c) liquid exchanges with transparent prices,
d) clearing members able to access the service,
e) cash settlement infrastructure, and
f) available expertise to operate and manage the CCP.
Assuming the above preconditions are in place or in progress, this document focuses on the
core Central Counterparty design and function. Each asset class will have some unique
functionality by product and instrument, which will each require further in-depth analysis.
This document details the key functional requirements and business processes of a multi
asset CCP. Strategic decisions will be required to agree the actual implementation
methodology – different instances per asset class with different ownership structures –
vertically or horizontally integrated.

2.1. MODULAR FUNCTIONALITY
Any post-trade solution must cover the following areas of functionality:






CCP functionality for securities, derivatives, commodities, (and additional asset
classes) with (near) real-time clearing, margin and collateral management,
establishing and enhancing management of the full clearing and lifecycle of current
and future asset classes.
CSD functionality including securities creation, settlement, lifecycle management, and
asset servicing, together with real-time integration with CCP and settlement services.
Automation of mandatory and voluntary corporate action lifecycle for issuers,
investors, NewCo CCP and its members, integrated with CSD.
Management of workflow for physical (futures) delivery, including third-party
warehouse/TSO, audit and distributed quality control.

Included within this document is information on the following:
i) Clearing, Settlement and Delivery,
ii) Risk Management,
iii) Treasury and Collateral Operations
iv) Default Management
v) Central Securities Depository
vi) Securities Clearing
vii) SWIFT ISO 20022, and
viii) Considerations re the impact of Distributed Ledger Technology on the financial
markets.
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2.2. IT PLATFORMS AND SOFTWARE
The key IT platforms should support the following key business functions: Clearing &
Settlement, Risk Management and Cash & Collateral Management.
Clearing & Settlement:
1)

2)

3)
4)
5)
6)

Matched Transactions:
a. real time feed of matched trades (from Venue(s)), including intraday, spot and
futures
b. data validated and position risk checked against member available collateral,
including any intraday credit tolerance allowed to the member by NewCo CCP;
Position Management:
a. (near) real time management using account structure supporting multiple
House Accounts, Omnibus Client Accounts and Individual Segregated Client
Accounts, support for position transfer and porting;
Contract Expiry:
a. management of contract expiry process;
Option Exercise and Assignment:
a. management of automated expiry and random assignment process;
Settlement Management:
a. management of cleared delivery process; and
Fee Collection and Reporting:
a. fee module to calculate, collect and report fees.

Risk Management
1) Margin and Default Fund calculation and collection:
a. real time calculation of margin (SPAN10/VAR/VM) and margin cover
processing;
2) Stress testing and reverse stress testing of member and client portfolios including
collateral;
3) Risk analytics, including calculation of greeks and sensitivity analysis on portfolios and
collateral;
4) Credit risk metrics for credit scoring and regular intra-day updates of credit market
data for members and other counterparties;
5) Default management:
a. ability to manage position transfers and close out defaulting member’s
positions;
6) Risk monitoring and reporting:
a. (near) real time risk monitoring and ability to consolidate risk exposure across
market exposure and treasury investment exposure; and
7) Pricing and market data management:
a. multiple pricing sources throughout the business day for both cleared
positions and collateral.
10

“SPAN” is a registered trademark of Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc.,
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Cash & Collateral Management
1) Payments handling:
a. link to SWIFT network managing payments across Settlement Banks and
Concentration Banks; and
2) Cash and non-cash collateral management:
a. SWIFT processing of cash and securities to manage assets across Custodians
and cash investment agent.

2.3. OTC SPOT V OTC FUTURES - ENERGY
There is no ‘magic’ in the energy/power markets as opposed to financial instruments. It is
simply a variation of requirements. NewCo CCP should be in a position to build a strong
foundation and add asset classes and tenor over time and priority as appropriate.
If a buyer and a seller execute a sales contract for a physical item, the seller hands the product
over the counter to the buyer. This is the essence of "over the counter" or OTC trading. In
power trading, no physical goods are exchanged, but the principle of a direct, over-thecounter trade for electricity is the same. These trades take place outside of power
exchanges without intermediaries or clearing houses. In OTC trading, trading partners are
in direct contact with each other or make use of a broker. The transactions themselves occur
on trading platforms online or through brokerage companies. Agreements on trading volumes
and pricing are reached individually and bilaterally among the parties, but contractual
standards for simplification and risk mitigation are prolific. OTC trading is a common practice
in the energy market, representing the largest volume of electricity market transactions in
many countries. Conventionally-sourced power is more common for OTC trades than
renewably-sourced electricity.
Recognising global developments in OTC Spot and Futures trading and the developing market
in Ukraine, the CCP Programme must ensure the market is supported with the appropriate
functionality and infrastructure.
Globally, OTC trades are executed on spot and futures markets. Trading takes place directly
on OTC platforms, through brokerage firms that carry out the transactions on behalf of their
customers, or on the phone. In such cases, the two parties agree to terms in a recorded
telephone conversation and finalize the contract verbally. A confirmation of the transaction
can be sent after the conversation. OTC business transactions are often initiated on publiclyavailable instant messaging programs.

Electricity Markets – Addressing the Inefficiency and Risk
Recognizing the strategic and economic importance Ukraine has attached to transforming the
current capital and commodity markets in Ukraine and the priority attached to the energy
markets, it is useful to use this market to demonstrate the current obstacles and risks
associated globally with OTC electricity trading and settlement. Using the European market
as an example below – it is worth noting that the standards, procedures and practice in the
Ukrainian market remain lower than those in the European OTC market which continues to
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migrate from a bilateral cleared environment to a CCP cleared environment. This further
emphasizes how the introduction of a CCP, with attendant standardization and defined
procedures could improve and enhance the Ukrainian market, bring additional stability and
encourage a more active and risk managed market.
The post-trade stage in the typical European OTC bilateral value chain refers to a very diverse
range of activities that take place after trade execution and can last from days to years. It is
particularly long and operational and in a simplified form comprises the following: trade
capture, confirmation, collateral margining, nomination, settlement, regulatory reporting and
others. It is worth noting that in the Ukrainian bilateral OTC market collateral margining is
rarely present – leaving participants exposed to the risk of their counterparty.
A brief summary for each of these activities follows:












11

Trade capture: Refers to the action taken by each party to input the deal in their own
systems. This step is necessary because the platforms used for trading in the market
and the internal systems for the deal administration, are different as to their internal
objectives and functionalities.
Confirmation: Trading companies confirm with each other the transaction’s material
terms, such as volume, price and maturity. Although it may seem like a repetitive
action, it exists because manual processes during execution and unilateral trade
captures create the possibility of inconsistency between the information buyer and
seller have in relation to the same transaction. Hence, confirmation is generally the
earliest moment possible for risk mitigation.
Collateral margining: In OTC bilateral this is the most common tool to mitigate risks
arising from changes in the commodity’s price or deterioration in counterparties’
payment capacity. The risk offset only happens when resources are effectively
transferred between parties11, which may take some time since the calculation of
mark-to-market positions involves a high volume of data and adjustments.
Nomination: It is necessary when the instrument traded includes physical delivery and
consists of submitting the scheduling for day-ahead and intraday positions per
counterparty and per balancing zone to the Transmission System Operator (TSO) in
charge of keeping the grid balanced. Usually both sides of one position submit their
respective files.
Settlement: It encompasses activities related to the fulfilment of financial contractual
obligations between parties, such as invoice and payment. The financial settlement
requires counterparties to calculate the amounts due to each other from information
such as prices, volumes and taxes. This can be a complex task considering that prices
may not be fixed or that the increase in the share of renewables and decentral sources
brings more complexity to reconcile a high volume of data on their physical delivery.
Regulatory reporting: Market participants must submit diverse types of reporting so
regulators can monitor and protect the market from excessive risks and abusive
practices. This is a resource-consuming activity as requirements are very detailed and
sometimes overlapping.

If at all if trading in Ukraine
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Others: Several other events may occur during the trade life cycle. This may include
termination before maturity under mutual agreement or change in the counterparty
due to a corporate restructuring, to name a few.

Although different from each other, these steps have in common the fact that each trading
participant usually adopts procedures and systems suitable for their own management,
sometimes even very manual, such as papers and spreadsheets. This generates many
mismatches and the need to validate information with the counterparty. For big players, with
hundreds of relationships, this might represent thousands of deals to handle per day. Thus,
operational risk is high and the need for reconciliation recurrent, which consumes significant
human and financial resources, both internal and external. Efforts have been made to
automate the largest possible number of activities, such as Straight Through Processing for
trade capture and Electronic Confirmation Matching (eCM).
There is no reason for NewCo CCP not to be in a position to support both the OTC spot
market and futures market. On the OTC spot market, short-term trades are carried out
bilaterally and tend to involve daily and weekly products. Only the two contracting parties
know the specifics of the price. The OTC futures market, processes all long-term
transactions, which includes any deal longer than 24 hours up to several years. Electricity
traders distinguish between a sub-market that includes a physical fulfilment obligation, and
a sub-market that includes a financial fulfilment obligation. Forward contracts with a
physical settlement obligation are more common. Buyers and sellers in the long-term
futures market are looking for the best price for certain quantities of electricity in a defined
period, regardless of pricing on the volatile spot markets. This hedging, secures OTC spot
market transactions with a significantly shorter time period, making them comparatively
riskier.
OTC trading can be significantly more expensive, which inhibits participation by smaller
market players. It also lacks fixed standards and increases the risk. Default and loss risks
stemming from poor decisions or business misunderstandings increase the likelihood of
entering a bad contract, which can carry serious consequences. In addition, OTC trading no
longer has the advantage of short-notice contracts since spot exchange deadlines have
become much shorter. On the EPEX Spot12, for example, electricity can be traded up to five
minutes before physical delivery.
"Standardized" OTC contracts
In order to lower the risks associated with OTC trading and to simplify trading transactions,
standardised OTC contracts are offered by some exchanges and these are settled via CCPs13
with full compliance with the Regulation on wholesale Energy Market Integrity and
Transparency (REMIT).
NewCo CCP should be in a position to support electricity trading coming from an organised
market and standardised OTC, providing the benefits of clearing across participants. In regular
exchange-based trading, trading prices and volumes are public knowledge. In OTC trading,
12

European Power Exchange Home | EPEX SPOT
European Energy Exchange (EEX) offer standardized OTC contracts that can be settled using the European
Commodity Clearing (ECC).
13
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this information is only available to the contracting parties. However, the price transparency
of exchange trading does influence OTC trading, since spot market prices serve as benchmarks
for OTC pricing. In a transformed post trade environment, trades are matched on
Venues/Exchanges and matched transactions received and validated by the CCP.
In a CCP cleared world, trade sides are allocated to an account at the CCP, risk managed
(margined accordingly). A trading participants’ risk is against a regulated, approved CCP with
defined, transparent, risk management processes. The CCP consolidates and reports the
scheduling for day-ahead and intraday positions, manages invoicing and calculates and debits
financial settlement from counterparties, whilst in parallel holds, manages and margins
participants’ positions.

2.4. POST-TRADE ECOSYSTEM
Clearing is a post-trade and pre-settlement activity and focuses on the management of a trade
transaction after the execution and prior to the legal fulfillment of the respective obligation
(settlement).
Technically, clearing is the process of establishing positions, including the calculation of net
obligations and ensuring that financial instruments and/or cash are available to secure the
exposures arising from those positions (margin).

Target Operating Model – Post Trade Ecosystem
Participants: Commercial/Central Banks, Brokers, Issuers/ Issuer Agents, Regulators
Communication Services: HTTP/HTTPS, Web Services, XML, SWIFT, FTP, Email, SMS…….
Equities

Derivatives

Commodities

Risk Management

OTC

Central Securities Depository

Pricing Engine

Warehousing

Collateral Management
System of Record: Asset master, Participant Master (shared definitions and configurations for all
functional modules
Settlement: BIS settlement models, central bank money, cash and treasury management, premium and
cash settlement etc.
Reports & Monitoring

Fees & Billing

Reference data: Instruments/Accounts

Archives

CCPs interpose themselves between two trading parties and thus becoming the buyer to
every seller and the seller to every buyer. Clearing via a CCP allows counterparties to trade
with each other anonymously without worrying about whether their counterparty will respect
the trade. In addition, in the event that a counterparty goes bankrupt, clearing allows the
market to continue trading without the bankruptcy impacting or spreading to the rest of the
market. A stable derivatives market is not one heavily dominated by a few large institutions
but rather a market with smaller institutions who can and will fail, but with less dramatic
consequences when subject to the rules, procedures, standardization and risk management
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of a CCP. As with all participants of the CCP, the failure can be anticipated, acted upon and its
effects mitigated.
Although CCPs and CSDs are both seen as “post-trade infrastructures”, their roles in the
financial ecosystem are different as clearing activities are performed by the CCP and the
actual settlement performed by the CSD (for the securities) and the RTGS (for the cash) and
a Secure Payment System in central bank money for all other CCP related cashflows14. A
CCP, although an actor in its own right, has a number of dependencies or various other
actors in the financial markets infrastructure space – notably, the CSD/ Securities
Settlement System/ RTGS system and Settlement (commercial) banks. Even this most simple
level of interaction illustrates the importance of the financial markets ‘eco-system’ and the
need to consider any and all programmes of work from a wholistic, integrated perspective.
The below illustrates a simple trade lifecycle (from execution to settlement), with the
clearing activities highlighted in blue.
Trade execution &
matching
Post trade position management

Risk Management

Presettlement management

Trade Reporting

Settlement

Capture trade and confirm

Netting to reduce risk exposure on gross settlements
Process trade position details
Counterparty risk calculation
Evaluate price moves
Margin and collection of collateral
Process corporate actions/ position transfers
Initiate, monitor and reconcile instructions for cash
settlement (DvP) or derivatives and margin/collateral
requirements
Reporting of appropriate transactions

Cash payment instructions to settlement and concentration
banks
Securities instructions to CSD and custodians

2.5. SETTLEMENT AND DEPOSITORY
In line with the 2017 MoU to reform the capital markets infrastructure in line with the
European regulatory framework (CSDR, EMIR, MiFID), international standards and best
practices - the target operating model consists of two main elements: infrastructure
supporting multi asset CCP clearing and CSD settlement and depository infrastructure. The
CCP clearing component, addressed in detail in this document, describes the implementation
of a CCP for the clearing and settlement of trades executed on an exchange/venue and OTC
trades.
Securities Settlement and Depository services as provided by a CSD must be differentiated
from settlement and delivery services provided by a CCP for all other asset classes, although

14

Cash settled contracts, futures, premiums, margins, default fund contributions etc.
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the strategic aim to move towards cash settlement in Central Bank money applies to all forms
of Market Infrastructure settlement processes.
To be in line with best practices when implementing the settlement and depository
component of this target operating model for Securities Settlement, the introduction of
Delivery-versus-Payment (DvP) as defined by the Bank for International Settlement (BIS) is
recommended. SWIFT have been commissioned to complete a detailed study, recommending
the most appropriate model for the Ukrainian market.
DvP by its nature will require legal, technical and operational changes to the current
infrastructure, including specifically interconnection between the CSD and RTGS (SEP).
A PFMI compliant securities settlement and depository process should aim for:


The ability of the CSD to initiate the securities settlement-related payments allowing
more simultaneous and truer DvP as there is a minimal delay between the movement
of the security and the movement of cash. It reduces systemic risk as the entire market
is not dependent on each settlement bank sending timely payments for the full
amount and it simplifies operational processes for the settlement banks since no
further action needs to be undertaken by them if sufficient funds are available on their
SEP account.



Providing the CSD with an operational cash account at SEP and to allow the CSD to
become a direct participant of SEP. In this way the impacts of the default of a
settlement bank can be limited due to the central role of the CSD, with settlement
finality defined by the CSD. It provides easier reconciliation for settlement banks when
cash settlement occurs on a net basis.

Consideration should also be given to create SEP sub-accounts for the cash settlement of
securities settlement transactions. This will allow for easier reconciliation and ring fences the
account from other cash management activities. Interconnectivity between market
infrastructures is critical to their smooth and efficient operation and also in particular their
safety and security in ensuring the use of central bank funds. As with the recommendation
above for the CSD to have access to an account at SEP, the same argument holds true for the
CCP.
CCPs globally have access to central bank money in their domestic environment – some as
direct participants of the RTGS (LCH is a direct participant of CHAPS (UK), DTCC has an account
at Fedwire) and across Europe and Asia CCPs are direct participants of the RTGS system. Given
the premise on which a CCP fulfils its duty – as the counterparty to the trade - there is little
reason to suggest it should not manage both the cash and the securities side of a trade – in
the same way a bank would - directly with the RTGS for cash settlement and directly with the
CSD for securities settlement.
As a direct participant of the RTGS, the CCP can also clear and settle all other instruments.
Although most FMI and RTGS infrastructure has developed independently over time and
subject to market requirements and regulation, gradually, the direct interaction between
FMIs, payment systems and RTGS infrastructures has become the global standard recognizing
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the need to limit risk and settle in central bank money. The UK infrastructure is as good an
example of any of the global development. Here, (and described below at a simplistic level)
the Bank of England currently operates, for historic reasons), two similar but segregated RTGS
systems
1. The CHAPS system – where some CCPs, CSDs and other FMIs (CLS Bank) have direct
access now to the CHAPS RTGS system. This service eliminates settlement risk
between CHAPS Direct Participants. The Bank of England acts as the end-to-end
systemic risk manager for CHAPS with the objective of reducing risks to financial
stability. Through its provision of the CHAPS service, the Bank of England is responsible
for managing the CHAPS system’s governance and rulebook and, as a central
component of its responsibilities, managing risks across the end-to-end CHAPS
system, and
2. The Bank of England RTGS system, where institutions have accounts in RTGS so they
can:
 participate in the Bank of England’s reserves scheme, under the Sterling Monetary
Framework, which supports delivery of the Bank’s monetary policy decisions);
and/or
 settle obligations in any of the payment systems for which the Bank acts as
settlement agent.
A number of other FMIs use direct or indirect access to CHAPS to complete the respective
payment obligations. CLS Bank and LCH Limited are Direct Participants in CHAPS for this
purpose. Other CCPs and some of their clearing members have relationships with various
banks to access CHAPS indirectly.
The UK’s securities settlement system (a CSD known as CREST) settles UK securities - gilts,
equities and money market instruments - in sterling (and other currencies - euro and US
dollars). The Bank of England provides settlement for sterling obligations. CREST functions,
with a Power of Attorney over Clearing Members Settlement Accounts on a Delivery versus
Payment (DvP) basis with settlement risk eliminated as transactions between CREST
settlement banks are settled with finality in real time against segregated liquidity at
Settlement Accounts with the Bank of England.
The below illustrates the access today, and it is worth noting the Bank of England continues
its development with a new Blueprint on how to consolidate and improve further the
infrastructure recognising its legacy and independent development over the years. RTGS is
the main tool through which the Bank provides access to its balance sheet — so, in choosing
the features of the new RTGS service, the Bank has had primary regard to its financial and
monetary stability mission, but has also sought to shape the future design in ways that
promote efficiency, innovation and competition in sterling payments, wherever that can be
safely done without impairing stability.
The service characteristics of the renewed RTGS service15includes:
 Resilience: Strengthen resilience of RTGS and flexibility to respond to emerging threats

15

A blueprint for a new RTGS service for the United Kingdom - May 2017 (bankofengland.co.uk)
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Access: Facilitate greater direct access to central bank money settlement for financial
institutions and infrastructures, including a broad range of settlement models
User functionality: Support emerging user needs in a changing payment environment
including liquidity saving mechanism and collateralised intraday liquidity, to name but
a few.

CHAPS performing
rtgs (Bank of
England)

LCH Limited
(CCP)

CREST (CSD)

RTGS (Bank of
England)

Retail system participants

Settlement Banks

LME Clear
(CCP)

CLS Bank

Various Retail Payment Systems Cheques, Visa, direct debit schemes etc.

ICE Clear
Europe (CCP)

CHAPS direct participants

Interlinkages between Bank of England RTGS, CHAPS (RTGS operated by Bank of England)
and FMIs (today) but currently being revised to consolidate access and services and ensure
adherence to PFMI for all FMI activity

Direct access to RTGS for Settlement
Accounts at the CB for settlement

Typical Consolidated European Cash Settlement Trend

Stock Exchange

Matched Derivatives trades
Matched Securities trades

CCP

Cash settlement

Netted Settlement
Instruction

CSD

Cash settlement

Securities
Settlement Custodians
Confirmation

Settlement Bank/Payment infrastructure for CB RTGS settlement
Settled across Central Bank Accounts
CCP Account to Settlement Bank or vice versa for cash settlement
DvP for securities settlement - across CCP/CSD/Settlement Bank accounts
- dependent on DvP model

Given the systemically important role performed by a CCP, more and more CCPs are becoming
direct participants in their local RTGS system, recognizing that financial stability is enhanced
where the CCP settles in central bank money (PFMI). A CCP is treated the same as other
settling counterparties, managing both the cash and the securities side like a bank would do
i.e., directly with the RTGS for cash settlement and directly with the CSD for securities
settlement. Another advantage of the CCP being a direct participant of the RTGS is that the
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CCP can clear other instruments (e.g., derivatives), where a CSD is not involved. In those
circumstances, the CCP can communicate directly with the RTGS, and the clearing is
completed directly in central bank money16.

16

T2S and Central Banks What is TARGET2-Securities (T2S)? (europa.eu)
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CHAPTER 3: MULTI ASSET CCP FUNCTIONALITY
This section of the document will focus on CCP business functionality requirements and
processes from trade acceptance by the CCP to settlement.

3.1. OPERATING MODEL AND SERVICE INTERACTION
NewCo CCP’s target operating model should provide for a comprehensive CCP solution:











Enhanced end-to-end processing with the ability to provide a real-time interface to
real-time risk management, which allows Clearing Members have more control over
their business in key areas such as portfolio and collateral management, option expiry
handling and reporting.
It must operate a robust risk management framework that provides the structure for
clear risk policies and processes to evaluate, manage and contain the risks posed to
members and the clearing house risk.
It must allow members to monitor and assess the risk they are taking on in real time,
reducing for all participants.
It must be able to calculate margins and prices in real time, always providing the latest
view of market behaviors and risk factors.
It must be capable of managing appropriate risk models by asset class and portfolio
margining where appropriate across asset classes.
In the event of a Clearing Member default, NewCo CCP must be able to step in and
manage the defaulting Clearing Member’s outstanding risk positions swiftly and
efficiently.
It must provide real-time risk and collateral management with robust systematic
controls, alerts and monitoring.
It must provide real-time screens and reports, giving users the most up to date
information, with the ability to export data directly from the user interface or via
reporting capabilities.
It must provide modern interfaces to the surrounding eco system – trading platforms
to settlement and depository systems.

The following functions will be performed by NewCo CCP;









Designation of trades to a position keeping account;
Auto-validation of trades consisting of syntactic / static data and trade limit checks,
trade acceptance, validation, rejection and cancellation;
Position maintenance;
Option exercise allocation processing;
Delivery and settlement;
Margin calculation, including portfolio margining;
Default management
Reporting
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NewCo CCP will need to interact with a number of functions as illustrated in the Service
Interaction diagram below:
Service Interaction
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NewCo CCP Operating Model:
Exchange/Venues
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Timeline of Clearing Activities. NewCo CCP will need to agree a time to be open for trade
receipt. If NewCo CCP pursues the ‘Open Offer’ model, all trades before this time have been
accepted by the Clearing House as part of the ‘Open Offer’ model. NewCo CCP will need to
define and agree a closing time. Operational support should be available for Members an hour
pre-opening and at least 2 hours after NewCo CCP closes for trade receipt. With end of day
margin calculations and the calculation of Member assets and liabilities for margin cover
including data and report requirements from participants, NewCo CCP will need operational
support for Participants.

3.2. CCP FUNCTIONALITY AND ISDA BEST PRACTICES FOR CCPs17
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

17

Risk management must be aligned with the underlying risk of a given product;
CCPs must have robust membership requirements that are regularly reviewed;
Products cleared by a CCP must be sufficiently standardized and liquid;
CCPs must ensure they have a sufficient number of members to mutualize risk;
Margin must be calculated consistently, taking account of concentration, liquidity and
wrong-way risk;
Controls should be used to protect against erroneous trades and the build-up of
concentrated positions;
Key documentation must be disclosed - margin and stress testing models and default
procedures;
The default management process should include key elements – ensuring sufficient
participation in auctions – and should be tested regularly.

http://assets.isda.org/media/b53b5127/55872319-pdf/
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3.3. OPEN OFFER OR NOVATION
In order to comply with MiFID II, and the requirement to clear trades ‘automatically and
immediately’, open offer has become the preferred approach of European CCPs. Under a
novation model, there is an initial contract between the trading parties which is then novated
to the CCP. With the Open Offer model, there is no initial contract between the trading
parties, instead the CCP makes an ‘offer’ to both parties – becoming the buyer and the seller.
On acceptance of the CCPs offer by both parties, two cleared contracts are formed – one
between the CCP and each party and the CCP will be ‘on risk’ from the moment the order is
executed.
Given the trend to Open Offer for regulatory reasons, there is no obvious reason why a CCP
should choose the novation model going forward, in particular where a CCP proposes to
follow all international best practices and guidelines.
It is recognized that any solution must interact and coexist with complex systems and
therefore the chosen product must be designed to be flexible, reliable and easily managed
within a complex environment.

3.4. BUSINESS FUNCTIONALITY OF NEWCO CCP
The Platform must be a proven multi-asset class clearing system. The definition of new asset
classes/markets must be managed in a ‘plug – in’ manner throughout the architecture. This
must be a proven, reusable methodology demonstrated by the Vendor.
It is recognized that adding new markets requires effort – but Vendors must demonstrate the
process by which new, markets are added, they must demonstrate their expertise in such
activity and they should be able to demonstrate a proven methodology for such additions,
preferably demonstrated through experience.
A vendor must be able to demonstrate that their approach towards products and instrument
types allows the platform to manage and clear exchange traded instruments in the same
instance as for OTC-instruments.
The main features of a multi asset Clearing Platform, are as follows:








Enables connectivity and integration and real time interaction with an unlimited
number of exchanges and other trading platforms (MTF, OTF);
Enables real-time interaction with all ecosystem participants including the
Transmission System Operator (TSO), payment systems, CSD and trade repository;
Real-time risk margining and multi-asset proprietary and client clearing — users must
be able to receive an immediate and complete view of their risk exposure, creating a
more reliable and stable business environment.
Position keeping, margin calculations, collateral valuations, stress testing, and back
testing must be performed in real time/configurable manner including crossmargining and what-if scenarios.
A real-time system that enables users to see and manage the status of their client’s
pre- and post-trade without waiting for a batch to run.
OTC and on-exchange trades are handled in the same system.
Straight-through, cost-effective processing for users.
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Users must be able to calculate risk on a subset of portfolios and charge their
customers appropriately
Moreover, the following additional components must be core services/modules
within the platform.
o Client Allocations
o Reconciliations
o Regulatory reporting
o Fee management
Comprehensive membership types should be available, such as general, direct, and
non-clearing members. It should also be possible to represent Custodians and add
additional member types easily. It should be possible to associate non-clearing
members with multiple accounts and each account associated with different clearing
members where required.

NewCo CCP plans to start clearing for the energy markets, including the bilateral electricity
market, balancing, “day ahead” and ‘intra-day” electricity markets, followed by the natural
gas market. Other markets including agro, securities, derivatives and FX markets (not in
priority order) are expected to follow. NewCo CCP system, software and organisation needs
to be scalable to adjust the developments of the markets.
NewCo CCP will charge for its services and will more than likely also pass on any fees it incurs
as a result of providing such services, for example settlement banks fees. The Platform should
contain a framework for defining various types of fees based on clearing-related events, such
as:
 Trades
 Contract expiration
 Exercise and assignment
The engine should also be able to handle fees associated with collateral management, interest
rate calculations and collateral transaction fees.
The fee differentiation can be based on the following:
 Member type
 Account type
 Instrument type
Additionally, the Platform should provide an end-to-end fee module for managing the trade
lifecycle from brokerage through to commissions and fees.

3.5. CLEARING PROCESS
NewCo’s system should employ highly automated systems to support the clearing function.
SWIFT messages (or equivalent) should be used for all initial margin and variation margin calls.
NewCo will determine the number of daily margin call but two may be a good place to start.
A scheduled intra-day call calculated at mid-day, with payments due by 2:00 pm and an end
of day call calculated after the market closes with payments due at 9:00 am the following
business day.
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NewCo’s banking systems should allow Clearing Members to access key real time and
historical data relating to margins, payment flows, and posted collateral preferably via a
graphical user interface (GUI). Clearing Members should also use the systems to post
additional collateral, request collateral substitution, or request the release of excess
collateral. In addition, NewCo should provide banking files at the end of the day to allow
Clearing Members to automate their processing of NewCo data.
Process
Each instrument is associated with a variety of trade events throughout its lifecycle, from
trade acceptance, to trade management, through to a position to expiry and/or delivery or
settlement etc.
1. Trade acceptance
o Trades are validated in terms of format, business rules, and sometimes also on trade
price.
o Margin can be calculated on a real-time basis and compared to the value of the posted
collateral.
2. Positions are updated.
3. Exception management and cancellation processes
4. Trades are subject to trade-management functions (trade allocation, trade split (where a
company decides to effectively increase the number of shares available by adjusting the
underlying price of the stock, ratios of 2-for-1, 3-for-1, and 3-for-2 are usual with the
market capitalization remaining the same., give-up, take-up, (e.g. where an executing
broker places a trade on behalf of another broker – and is subject to an agreement
between the brokers – the executing broker providing the credit but the trade is placed
in the name of the other broker ‘given up’).
5. At a configurable point in time, trades can be merged into positions. Thereafter only the
position is maintained and subject to position-management functions, for example,
position transfer.
6. During the lifetime of an instrument, a number of different recurrent events can occur,
for example, coupon payments.
7. Eventually, the instrument expires or is prematurely terminated.
8. Each event along the lifecycle can, but is not limited to, create a settlement instruction of
some sort (payment, delivery, or DvP) — this depends on the instrument.

3.6. TRADE AND POSITION MANAGEMENT
At a configurable point in time, trades can be merged into positions. Trade management acts
on one or several trades while position management is an action performed on merged
positions. All cleared trades should be processes into gross, net or aggregated positions.
Trades and positions should be available and manageable in real time for Users. Positions
should be maintained and margined by NewCo CCP from the point of trade acceptance until
final settlement is confirmed.
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A range of functions should be available depending on whether is it trade or position
management – depending on whether trades have been merged into positions or not, some
of the functions involve the actual position whereas some involve adjusting trades.
The following trade and position management functions highlight the key business processes:
▪ Position transfer—the user can move a position, partially or fully, from one account to
another within a member or between members. If trades have not yet been merged to a
position, they can be moved, one by one. A Clearing Member may create a new client
account and move a client from an omnibus account so a segregated account or a client
may decide to change Clearing Member and move the entire client account to another
Clearing Member. This transfer may also be required in the event of the default of a
Clearing Member. Specific rules and procedures must be drafted around position
transfers in both business as usual (BAU) and default management circumstances, given
the potential risk exposure. NewCo CCP should also have the ability to ‘act on behalf’ of
the User in position transfers. Position transfers are subject to a request to the CCP and
managed by the CCP Users/Operators – and can only be completed during certain
windows and subject to agreement.
▪ Open/Close—when multiple clients’ positions are held in one account (OSA), the account
needs to reflect the aggregation of all clients’ positions. Otherwise, the information about
open interest will be incorrect. To maintain a correct position, trades need to be identified
on a per trade basis allowing accurate close out functionality.
▪ Position close-out and reopen—when trades have been merged into a position, the long
and short quantity can be netted out, or remain open to display the correct account
balance. Before trades have been merged into positions, the same result should be
possible by updating individual trade identifiers.
▪ Position history—it should be possible to view how a position has evolved over time.
▪ Open interest—open interest is defined as the aggregation of every open position on
either the buy or sell side for a specific instrument. It should be possible to calculate and
present open interest at any given time during the day.
▪ Give up/take up functionality should be available and allow for automated/ configurable
processing.
▪ Trade allocation/split—trade allocation enables the user to move a trade from one
account to another. It also enables the user to split a trade into several trades and to
allocate the split trades to other accounts.
▪ Average trade facility—enable a user to group a number of trades (of the same type—
buy or sell) before allocation and create a trade at an average price.
▪ Position adjustment – in addition to a new trade, a User’s position is subject to a variety
of variables, cash settlement, physical delivery, position close out or transfer.
▪ Position expiry and settlement – positions will expire and require settlement depending
on the contract and/or underlying instrument and event management must follow for
each method of settlement.
▪ Multicurrency processing – the Platform must support multiple currencies for traded
instruments, as well as for collateral. Margin requirements can be compared to the value
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of the posted collateral through the conversion to a base currency for the User. The
settlement currency is normally defined as part of the instrument definition; but it must
be possible to add additional currencies in a streamlined and easy manner.
▪ Instrument Management Multi holiday schedule - there are a number of ways in which
instruments can be managed within a clearing Platform – however for ease of
management, any solution must allow the operator to link instruments with a calendar
that contains settings such as holidays, time zones, including summer and winter time
schedules and other attributes. It should be possible to define weekends as business days
or not. These attributes should be easily configurable and allow flexibility across calendars
and instruments.

3.7. MARKET DATA AND PRICE MANAGEMENT
NewCo CCP will need the ability to retrieve prices from various sources, depending on the
instruments cleared. Prices will need to be validated and should be subject to an internal
validation tool, validating at a minimum;
 Range check – if price changes are more than would reasonably be expected
 Zero price check – for any zero-process received
 Negative price check – for any negative prices received
 Missing prices
Market data feeds (settlement prices, closing prices, interest rates., FX rates) will need to be
considered, together with back data for testing purposes, but all dependent on the
instruments cleared.
The Market data module should include the Price management and the Price calculation
business function groups, which receive, store, and refine market data from external sources
such as exchanges or market data vendors and calculate prices needed by the other modules.
Users should be able to receive market data updates in real time.
The Market Data function should be able to handle a set of core market data, each of which
will be related to an instrument. The following is a non-exhaustive list of the core data points
to be considered.







Price—represents price information for an instrument. It is often a result of a trade,
but it could also be a calculated theoretical price or other type of valuation.
Yield—represents the yield related to an instrument. It could be the result of a trade,
if an instrument is quoted and traded in yield; or it could be the result of a calculation
starting from the price (in the case of bonds, for example); or it could be a value
coming from the market.
Quote—represents quotes from the order book on an instrument. It has bid-and-ask
price and bid-and-ask quantity.
Price series—it is a series of historical prices that can be adjusted to compensate for
corporate actions.
Dividend—represents the dividend of a stock, expressed either as a set of single cash
dividends, or as a dividend yield.
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Curve—represents a generic curve with two value axes. Yield curves are an
implementation of the Curve object.
FX rate—represents a foreign exchange rate for a currency pair.

Reliable pricing data is an important input into how CCPs accurately and effectively measure
credit exposure. Functionality must be available to handle the loading, storing, and
dissemination of market prices. External prices will be required for a multitude of reasons,
including:






Risk calculation - certain risk algorithms require the latest trade price.
Collateral revaluation - deposited collateral may be revalued when the market price
of the collateral instrument changes. This can result in a new risk calculation
Settlement of variation margin - an external price is used to calculate the portfolio
profit or loss
Instrument expiration - the final settlement price is required to perform the expiration
of certain instruments.
Exercise of options - external prices are required to determine when to exercise
options. For example, external prices are used to determine which options are in the
money. Typically, only options that are in the money compared to the market price
are candidates for exercising.

Historical prices are used to define risk parameters and to perform back-testing of the margin
requirements. Consideration needs to be given as to where to accumulate and store historical
prices.
Data must be available to participants. Consideration needs to be given to ‘how’ this data will
be provided. Many CCPs provide a subscription service to varying levels of data and or provide
data straight to the participant via a user gateway (Graphical User Interface). Participants
should have access to data about specific attributes (price, quote, curve, surface, FX rate
dividend) for a set of instruments.
While CCPs can rely on the transparent pricing from the deep, liquid exchange-traded markets
that utilize central limit order books, OTC cleared products are generally less standardized
and provide less price transparency. Theoretical price models are used to determine fair-value
prices when reliable market prices are missing. Market prices may be missing, for example,
due to insufficient liquidity or when risk calculations are performed with hypothetical market
data. Functionality should be available to support a number of theoretical price models that
can be used to value a range of derivatives of different asset classes.
As noted in the PFMI, for some cleared markets, prices may not be reliable for various
reasons, including the lack of a continuous liquid market or volatile bid-ask spreads18. In
scenarios where CCPs cannot obtain updated prices because of a lack of trading or orders
placed in the market, CCPs must have a robust framework that can effectively update prices
to avoid utilizing stale prices within its margin methodology.
A robust pricing framework should incorporate the following principles:
18

See PFMI at 3.6.5
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Broker quotes and/or bids/offers should be considered in a CCP’s pricing framework
to better reflect current market conditions for less liquid products
The pricing of instruments that are less liquid could be modelled from comparable
instruments with more liquidity. This could be achieved with, for example:
o Back-month derivative products based off front-month products with an
appropriate spread charge
o Stocks that are a constituent of an index may use the movement of the index
value
o Modelling the implied volatility surface to interpolate and extrapolate
volatilities across the curve
CCPs should consider a modelled price if no market information is available
CCPs should consider modelling underlying cash flows of an instrument to determine
settlements
CCPs should consider incorporating an incentive mechanism, as necessary and
appropriate, for Clearing Members to submit quotes to determine pricing for OTC
products

Formatted Reports and Raw Data Files
Data files should be available to participants intraday and end of day. A set of daily reports
should be produced as standard. Trades cleared, margin requirements, collateral movements
etc. These should be available in standardized reports.
It is worth considering data analytics and the provision of data services as a service offering,
including the ability of NewCo CCP providing third party reporting services on behalf of
participants i.e., sending appropriately formatted data requirements to a Trade Repository
etc.
All historic data should be maintained and archived in accordance with appropriate
legislation. This data should be kept separate from the operational environment but
constantly fed with transaction data.
From the historical data it should be possible to retrieve any and all pertinent trade
information. At a minimum, Participants should be able to request NewCo CCP to interrogate
the data, if access is not available direct to the Participants from the outset.
Designing the data storage module will require some detailed data expertise.

3.8. RISK MANAGEMENT
As with all aspects of a CCPs activity, the PFMI are very clear regarding the risk management
practices a regulated CCP should attain. In accordance with Principle 3, a CCP should have a
sound risk-management framework for comprehensively managing legal, credit, liquidity,
operational, and other risks. A detailed Risk Management framework should be initiated in
parallel with project initiation. The Risk Management Framework should provide the
comprehensive risk-management policies, procedures, and systems that will enable NewCo
CCP to identify, measure, monitor, and manage the range of risks that arise in or are borne
by NewCo CCP. The Board of Directors of NewCo CCP will hold overall responsibility for the
wording and implementation of the Risk Management Framework and the policies agreed will
be subject to the Boards’ risk appetite.
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The Risk Management Framework should isolate each of the following risk categories, which
will be subject to specific risk management principles and policies, identifying those risks the
Board is prepared to accept and those it is not:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Default Risk
Operational Risk
Liquidity Risk
Market Risk
Credit Risk
Concentration Risk
Clearing & Settlement Risk
Treasury and Capital Risk
Compliance Risk
Political and Regulatory Risk
Business & Strategic Risk
Fraud Risk
Legal Risk
Information Technology Risk
Information Security / Cyber Risk
Business Continuity Risk

Each risk should have a clear statement of the relevant governance arrangements, including
clear responsibility and accountability and also quantification, measurement and reporting
requirements. This will help create a strong risk management culture of awareness and
transparency that should be supported by an Enterprise Risk Management (“ERM”)
framework that utilizes the key Risk Types to ensure that the risks to the business are
identified, assessed and mitigated wherever necessary. Underpinning this approach, NewCo
CCP should operate a ‘3 lines of defense’ model that encourages management responsibility
together with challenge from a strong second line and periodic review by Internal Audit.
NewCo will need to document and agree its risk management objectives. These should
include:









ensure that Supervisory Regulations and other applicable statutory legal requirements
are met;
ensure that the risk management statements in the annual reports are adequately
supported and other relevant corporate governance requirements are met;
share risk information across the CCP to ensure NewCo is making informed decisions;
promote open discussion and appropriate escalation of significant risks as soon as
they become apparent;
embed risk management into the culture and processes for day-to-day activities;
ensure awareness at Board level of the key risks and how they are being addressed;
ensure there is a rigorous credit review and due diligence process for all actual and
potential Members and other counterparts to whom an exposure is expected to arise;
maintain effective and efficient operational and change management procedures;
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maintain robust processes and controls;
ensure vigilant maintenance to the uninterrupted availability of systems, data and
assistance where applicable;
have due regard to the reputation of NewCo CCP;
ensure effective and cautious management and robust control of operations that are
outsourced to third parties including NewCo’s systems and technology providers and
investment managers;
maintain a high level of understanding of the markets and the products which are
being cleared; and
maintain a high level of competence and experience among staff

Margin models are the primary way a CCP manages risk. Risk models take into account a
Clearing Members current exposure and future exposure when calculating risk. To adequately
manage risk, NewCo CCP must provide (near or preferably) real time information on
exposures and margin requirements. A comprehensive disclosure on the Risk Management
Framework, including the methodology of calculating initial margins and the Default Fund and
all parameters required to replicate the calculation must also be transparent and available.
Margin calculators should also be provided/available to participants to replicate the margin
calculations.
Although Trading Venues may provide pre-trade risk management facilities (e.g., pre-trade
limits), NewCo CCP should look to provide post-trade risk management tools, for e.g., the
ability to halt clearing where a specific margin limit is reached, that members can use to
manage their risk or the risk of their clients. Additional tools are also available to provide an
emergency stop that can be used by members to immediately stop their clients from trading.
NewCo CCP should have the ability to charge additional margin subject to defined risk
management criteria – concentration risk etc. Participants should be actively involved in the
development of the Risk Management Framework (Risk Committees and/or Member
Working Groups) to ensure policies and procedures are effective to allow participants to
manage risk.
Margining methodology is driven by the instruments that needs to be cleared – whether
exchanged traded, OTC, Spot etc. NewCo CCP needs to define and agree priorities and set out
to build a comprehensive risk management framework, capable of being extended to manage
the risks posed by the various instruments to be cleared.
Most of this document focusses on core capabilities for the management of Derivatives
clearing, however, it would be remiss to exclude spot trading and margining.
Spot Trading and Margining
On spot markets, trading takes place 24/7 including times when settlement of payments is
not possible. A delivery versus payment (DvP) standard cannot be employed to limit
counterparty exposures as, using power and natural gas as examples, delivery takes place
shortly after trading and they are not, or only in limited circumstances, storable.
The risk methodology employed needs to measure current exposure (net value of all
concluded daily transactions) and potential future exposure (expected spot transactions until
the next settlement period). The credit exposure on spot markets is near real time on a 24/7.
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The credit exposure comprises all payment obligations from concluded transactions by a
trading participant that have not been settled yet. This margin has to be covered with
collateral at all times. In order to avoid frequent margin calls due to collateral shortfalls and
to cover exposures that might arise from trading activities during non-business times,
consideration needs to be given to managing that risk through an additional margin
component. This component is designed to cover exposure from potential spot transactions
in the future until the next settlement time.
Spot market margin for these instruments is based on expected transactions i.e., before any
transactions are concluded and before any credit exposure has arisen. It serves as a buffer to
reduce the number of margin calls during the day and to ensure that credit exposure where
settlements/margin calls are not possible (e.g., weekends), resulting in the potential exposure
being covered with a high degree of confidence from expected transactions.
The margin calculation is based on a statistical data of the history of daily total exposures,
which will include the net payment amount of all spot transactions that have been concluded
during a specific period. Various risk algorithms are applied, taking into account default and
future trading expectations in order to tune the calculation and improve the model.
PFMI – Principle 6
A CCP should adopt initial margin models and parameters that are risk-based and generate
margin requirements sufficient to cover its potential future exposure to participants in the
interval between the last margin collection and the close out of positions following a
participant default. Initial margin should meet an established single-tailed confidence level of
at least 99 percent with respect to the estimated distribution of future exposure. For a CCP
that calculates margin at the portfolio level, this requirement applies to each portfolio’s
distribution of future exposure. For a CCP that calculates margin at more granular levels, such
as at the sub portfolio level or by product, the requirement must be met for the corresponding
distributions of future exposure. The model should;
(a) use a conservative estimate of the time horizons for the effective hedging or close
out of the particular types of products cleared by the CCP (including in stressed market
conditions),
(b) have an appropriate method for measuring credit exposure that accounts for
relevant product risk factors and portfolio effects across products, and
(c) to the extent practicable and prudent, limit the need for destabilizing, procyclical
changes.
The models and parameters that are used to calculate the initial margin for spot and
derivative markets are risk-based and generate requirements that are appropriate to cover
the potential future exposure (PFE) to CMs based on the assumed liquidation periods and
with that in the interval between the last margin collection and the close out of positions
following a participant default.
In addition to completing the overall Risk Management Framework, NewCo will need to draft
detailed risk management policies across the extent of the risk management engine, from
margin definition, to choice of model, to detailed policies managing the core risk management
module.
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Credit Risk
In line with PFMI Principle 6 - a CCP should cover its credit exposures to its participants for all
products through an effective margin system that is risk-based and regularly reviewed.
NewCo CCP should have a margin system that establishes margin levels commensurate with
the risks and particular attributes of each product, portfolio, and market it serves. As NewCo
CCP will assume the counterparty risk for all transactions concluded at its partner exchanges
and guarantees payment and delivery (settlement risk) in the event of a default, NewCo will
need to consider the most appropriate margining system depending on the phased roadmap
for product implementation.
NewCo CCP will need to devise an appropriate margin policy for calling margins for every open
position based on a margin system that is compliant with regulatory requirements and
commensurate with the risks and attributes of the participant’s portfolios while considering
the attributes of each contained commodity, product from the different markets and market
segments. In light of the phased implementation and in order to reflect the diversified risk in
large portfolios, spreads between different products should be recognized by the system,
allowing a reduction in the overall/total margin requirement. Depending on the specific
product, different methods to calculate the margin requirements are used.
Managing Credit Exposures through the Clearing Process
Managing the risks arising from counterparty credit exposure requires a combination of risk
management approaches. NewCo CCP will need to carry out a number of margin calculations
including current and future risk exposure:
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In order to mitigate any current exposure, NewCo CCP will need to apply Variation
Margin to all derivative positions, calculating the marks-to-market on all positions for
each account. Variation Margin is the daily mark-to-market value change of all open
positions in futures using the latest market prices received from the markets. The
profit or loss of each future position will be paid/received by the trading participant
daily.
Premium Margin must be calculated for any Premium Style options contracts (there is
no daily variation). Premium Margin is required for net short positions. For net long
positions, credits are used to offset other margin requirements.
In order to mitigate any potential losses resulting from potential future exposure,
NewCo CCP will need to also calculate Initial Margin and ensure sufficient collateral
from all Members is available to cover this exposure.
In order to mitigate against concentration/liquidity, credit or any other risk not
adequately captured in the Initial Margin NewCo CCP may require additional
collateral.
In order to mitigate against extreme but plausible stress events NewCo CCP will
require a Default Fund which is designed to cover the losses caused by the default of
the (two) largest Members plus an additional %19.
In the extreme but plausible event that the default waterfall and replenishment
policies are not sufficient, NewCo CCP will need to implement a Recovery and
Resolution approach as agreed by the Board of NewCo and documented in accordance
with NewCo’s risk appetite.

Subject to the risk appetite of the Board and appetite to achieve international standards.
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Margin
Variation Margin
Variation margin is a backward-looking margin component that is calculated on a daily basis
to exchange profits and losses between counterparties and which has to be deposited in cash.
It reflects the current mark-to-market value of a cleared portfolio and typically flows through
the CCP to members which have a positive mark-to-market position with the CCP, from those
with a negative position. It may be calculated daily or even intra-day. Specifically, a CCP
calculates and exchanges the profit and loss that arises on open positions due to price
fluctuations. The CCP calculates and calls the cash collateral from Clearing Members based on
the movement of their positions and is settled on a daily basis. The owner of a long position
that was purchased at a lower price than the daily closing price (settlement price) is credited
with the difference between the two prices, whereas the owner of the related short position
must pay that difference as calculated by the CCP.
Initial Margin
Initial margin is an additional amount required by the CCP to cover changes in value of the
portfolio between the last variation margin payment and close out, to a high degree of
confidence.
CCPs' initial margin models are distinct from one another to reflect differences in the products
and their inherent risks. This distinction prevents model risk that is created when using a
single approach without tailoring it to specific circumstances. Much of the work CCPs do with
regard to initial margin requirements is appropriately calibrating and reviewing initial margin
models as conditions and products evolve. This process is one of the most critically important
for CCPs. In determining the appropriate margin model, models need to be analyzed
holistically. Although margin resources are the primary way a CCP mitigates credit risks,
margin models are not calibrated to cover 100 percent of all the risks. Therefore, designing
and implementing a robust back-testing model to assess the adequacy of margin calibrations
is critical. For example, CCP PFMI disclosures illustrate the number of breaches out of the total
back-testing observations, from which the percent risk coverage can be identified; 99.0 or
99.9 etc., as appropriate.
•

•

•

Initial Margin – differs by product/portfolio to reflect differences in the products and
their inherent risks. This distinction prevents model risk - created when using a single
approach without tailoring it to specific circumstances. Calibrating and reviewing
initial margin models as conditions and products evolve is one of the most critically
important roles of a CCP.
Some CCPs margin approach is based on expected shortfall at a 99.0%. Calculating the
margin means including all potential scenarios, including the worst-case scenarios,
and average those amounts from 99 to 100%.
CCPs take different approaches depending on Regulation and Risk Appetite.

Summary of commonly used Derivative market margin models
 The SPAN20 methodology21 (invented and trademarked by the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange (CME)) evaluates overall portfolio risk by calculating the worst possible loss
that a portfolio of derivative and physical instruments might reasonably incur over a
20
21

Standard Portfolio Analysis of Risk
Or an equivalent to SPAN
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specified time period (typically 1 day). This is done by computing the portfolio gains
and losses under different market conditions.
VaR (Value at Risk) - measures the potential loss in value of a risky asset or portfolio
over a defined period for a given confidence interval. Thus, if the VaR on an asset is
$100 million at a one-week, 95% confidence level, there is only a 5% chance that the
value of the asset will drop more than $100 million over any given week. In some of
its adapted forms, the measure is sometimes defined more narrowly as the possible
loss in value from “normal market risk” as opposed to all risk, requiring distinctions
between normal and abnormal risk as well as between market and nonmarket risk.
Historical Simulation represents the simplest way of estimating the VaR for many
portfolios. VaR is estimated by creating a hypothetical time series of returns, obtained
by running the portfolio through actual historical data and computing the changes that
would have occurred in each period. It assumes the data used is representative of the
risks looking forward.
The Monte Carlo simulation approach allows for the most flexibility in terms of
choosing distributions for returns and bringing in subjective judgments and external
data, but is the most demanding from a computational standpoint. Options Clearing
Corporation (OCC) developed a 10,000 scenario Monte-Carlo initial margin calculation
methodology called STANS (System for Theoretical Analysis and Numerical
Simulations). This margin approach is based on expected shortfall at a 99.0 percent
level, which means all observations are included, including the worst-case scenarios,
and average those amounts from 99 to 100 percent.

A variety of other considerations need to be analysis when adopting or adapting an
appropriate margin model, including;
- One or two- or five-day margin period of risk for its initial margin model
- Exchange traded or OTC
- Expected shortfall approach – 99% or more – aligning with or exceeding the regulatory
standards for exchange-traded derivatives (US regulatory requirement is to cover a 99
percent confidence level and a one-day margin period of risk as opposed to the
European requirement which is to cover a 99 percent confidence level and a two-day
margin period of risk.)
Margin Period of Risk
The margin period of risk (i.e., the estimated time needed to close out a defaulting
counterparty's accounts), is another critical determination in calibrating appropriate margins.
There is a distinction today between exchange-traded derivative and over-the counter
products (OTC) in the both regulations and global jurisdictions. In the US it is a minimum of
one-day versus a five-day margin period of risk respectively. In Europe, it is a two-day versus
a five-day margin period of risk respectively. The longer period for OTC reflects both the
liquidity implications and the complexity of the products. The margin period of risk also
reflects the default management process, which has shown that a longer timeframe is needed
to close out OTC products.
While the U.S. regulatory minimum margin period of risk for exchange-traded derivatives is
one day, European regulators require a 2-day period. Given the default management
experience, which would likely involve an auction process, two days is more reflective of the
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practical timeframe needed to close out a defaulting counterparty's accounts. The key
consideration here for NewCo CCP is not just about the differing international standards but
rather about what is right for risk management.
Another important aspect of initial margin is the calculation of margin offsets for correlated
products. Many CCPs offer margin offsets for products that are both economically and
intuitively linked.
Other considerations when reviewing margin models include daily calibrations, the length of
lookback periods, liquidity add-ons, concentration add-ons, wrong-way risk, and intraday
margining capabilities.
Initial Margin – utilizing SPAN
Initial margin is the payment required on all open positions to ensure market risk is covered
in the event of a Clearing Member default. Initial margin should be calculated on a Member’s
account in real time as new trades are registered for clearing or there is a shift in the market
data. It should also be calculated on a Member’s account in the end of day risk process.
SPAN considers how the value of an entire portfolio of options and futures will respond to
changes in future (or underlying) prices and volatilities. SPAN simulates potential market
moves and calculates the profit or loss on individual contracts. SPAN utilizes margin
parameters to calculate the Initial Margin and splits the calculation into a number of
components, for example:
 Scanning Risk – this is a worst-case portfolio loss based on the net position. Scanning
ranges, volatility shifts and intercurrency shifts are all part of the calculation.
 Inter- contract spread – SPAN provides a credit to recognize cases where offsetting
positions in related contracts reduce the overall portfolio risk.
 Short option minimum charge – covers the cost of closing out deeply out of the money
options which have small intrinsic value, i.e., it calculates a floor to the margin
requirement for short option positions.
SPAN produces a Parameter File at the end of each business day which provides all margin
parameters and risk arrays utilized in the calculation of the margin. This file should be
provided to all members.
SPAN Parameter Consideration
To set the parameters to be used in the SPAN algorithm, a variety of considerations must be
addressed. These will be subject to the risk appetite and policies of NewCo CCP.
- Liquidation period (2 days?)
- Confidence interval (99%?)
- Procyclicality (Scanning ranges based on a number of years with a historical aspect)
Parameters need to be actively monitored and subject to frequent review (monthly). There
needs to be an ability to perform ad hoc changes if required. Full details of all live margin
parameters must be available to Members.
Back Testing
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In order to ensure the robustness of a margin model, NewCo CCP will need the ability to
execute back testing using a multitude of parameters and assumptions. This back testing
should be performed on the cleared contracts using a portfolio back testing methodology.
Margin Calculation using SPAN
The specific risk factors for e.g., SPAN scanning ranges for derivatives transactions or spot
exposures for spot transactions should be updated daily to reflect current market conditions.
The agreed margin methodology should be fully documented and disclosed to participants.
Relevant documents (tools, descriptions, methodology, parameters) should be available on
NewCo’s website so participants are able to understand and follow their own margin
requirement as well as to simulate the impact of different portfolios, portfolio structures and
trading behavior on the margin requirement. This approach allows for full transparency and
predictability of the margin model.
The determination of credit exposure for spot and derivatives differs. For instance, on spot
markets for commodities such as power and natural gas, transactions are concluded 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week and in line with that, related exposures arise. Furthermore, spot market
trading participants are typically non-financial counterparties therefore, related payment
cycles need to consider the counterparties and their requirements - delivery of non-storable
commodities (e.g., power and natural gas) often takes place shortly after trading including
weekends and off-hours. Margin models need to take account of the intricacies of the market
and often bespoke margin add-ons or buffers are included.
Credit Exposures for Derivatives Market
A statistical approach is applied towards estimating portfolio-based margin requirements by
using the SPAN. Margin requirements are calculated by analyzing the "what-ifs" of different
market scenarios and also partly offsetting margin requirements against opposing positions
for pairs of contracts within a portfolio.
The margin system establishes individual margin parameters for each product cleared and
margin credit parameters for portfolio effects of opposing positions. The main risk parameters
are the assumed liquidation period, the volatility of the products and the correlation between
the products.
Daily back testing and independent validation of all relevant margin components is required
to ensure they are commensurate with the risks and attributes of each product and portfolio.
Additional Margin
NewCo CCP may have cause to call additional margin and policies and processes must be in
place to support this. There may be occasion where certain characteristics of a portfolio or a
Clearing Member dictate that the initial margin secured is deemed insufficient to protect
NewCo from the risk posed. Additional margin can usually be taken in four main forms:



Concentration Margin – used to cover the risk of large positions that in a default would
potentially take longer to close out than the agreed liquidation period. It should be
automatically calculated by the system.
Additional default margin – the adequacy of the default fund size is determined
through a variety of stress tests and back testing. Should adverse back testing results
be determined, additional default fund contributions should be called from impacted
Members. This should be calculated within the system.
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Additional credit margin – subject to NewCo’s credit risk assessment framework,
Members may be subject to additional margin based on a review and material revision
of their credit profile.
Discretionary margin – NewCo CCP should have the ability within policies, rules and
systems to call Members for additional margin, even where that falls outside of
(system) calculated additional concentration, default or credit margin.

Default Fund
Many of the considerations CCPs consider in establishing initial margin also apply to stress
testing, as CCPs size their clearing funds at the appropriate levels. These considerations
include using a robust number of test scenarios, de-correlation scenarios, and long lookback
periods. The regulatory minimum in the U.S. is "cover 1", which means the CCP can cover the
exposure of its largest clearing firm. In Europe, the regulatory standard is "cover 2", which
means covering the largest two clearing firm exposures.
There are a number of approaches adopted by CCPs to manage their Default Fund.
-

-

Some look to bring many similar products into a default fund and default waterfall to
allow them to be risk managed together. While a Clearing Member may not clear
every product cleared by the CCP, this allows for broad participation in a CCP default
fund rather than small siloed funds for single products.
Others silo and segregate funds based on products and appropriate correlations – and
protecting firms not active across the entire CCP asset classes from the default of
members outside of their activity.

In defining the appropriate solution/segregation or otherwise of the default fund, NewCo CCP
will need to consider the asset classes, participation, its own risk appetite and that of market
participants.
Default Fund Stress Testing
The Default Fund is a key part of the protection NewCo CCP will have against potential losses
which exceeds the financial resources available from the margin requirement or upon
collateral held as margin cover, in the event of default of one or more clearing Members.
Stress testing is used to calculate the size of the default fund using a suite of scenarios to
represent extreme but plausible historical and hypothetical stress conditions.
Stress testing should be performed on members positions and their collateral holdings with
both historical and hypothetical scenarios used. These stressed events should stimulate the
behaviors of portfolios during historical crisis events or extreme potential events allowing
NewCo CCP to determine the potential losses associated with each member positions and
collateral holdings should these events (re) occur.
Historical stress scenarios are determined by analyzing the time period of major contracts.
Crisis periods should be defined from within these and set as stress scenarios. These scenarios
should be monitored, added to and redundant stresses removed over time, and available at
all times to members.
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Typical Historical Crisis Scenarios
Historical Crisis Period
1987 Black Monday
1994 Bond Market crash
1997 Asian Crisis
1998 Rouble crisis
2008 Lehman’s collapse
2011 EU crisis

Stress Period
September 87 – October 87
January 94 – February 94
January 97 – December 97
August 98
September 08 – November 08
June 11 – October 11

Default Fund Calculations
NewCo CCP will need to define a policy and methodology to determine the Default Fund size.
This should include:




Calculation of end of day stress losses over initial margin for a period of months, over
stressed used collateral values to arrive at a total stress testing loss for each account
held by a Clearing Member.
Calculating an average of the three largest total stress losses for the two largest
Clearing Member defaults over a period of time
Calculating an additional default fund buffer.

Member contributions should be based on the risk created by a member as a proportion of
the total risk across all Members. The Fund should be recalculated on a monthly basis but it
should be possible to recalculate intra month.

Risk Module Business Requirements
Based on the risk methodology adopted by NewCo CCP, it should be possible for margins to
be calculated and called for each trading participant (segregated Non-Clearing-Member,
Omnibus portfolio (other NCM or CM)) separately, throughout the business day and at the
end of each business day. Intraday margin calls should be available and configurable if certain
risk thresholds are exceeded.
The risk module should be configurable to calculate risk:
▪ at order insert (if an integrated trading system)
▪ at trade match
▪ on changes in market price
▪ on a scheduled basis
▪ at the end of day
The risk application must:


be configured to use multiple risk models or different parameter settings in parallel,
which allows flexible monitoring of risk at different levels in the participant/account
hierarchy
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provide stress and back testing functionality and include the ability to export data to
an external system for further analysis.



allow calculations to be compared to the value of the posted collateral and/or limits
within the configured risk application. Alerts should be available and configurable by
limit/ threshold.



allow users should have the ability to create ad-hoc risk netting groups to monitor and
analyse the risk of various accounts or groups of accounts. It should be possible to
apply various risk algorithms and parameter settings to these groups.

Real time risk calculation – recalculating a participant’s margin requirements and collateral
holdings in real time as positions/collateral changes or as market data is updated. If a
Participants collateral, including any credit tolerance, does not cover the liabilities posed by
their position, it must be possible to call additional collateral. The provision of credit
tolerances above the amount of collateral provided will be subject to individual
creditworthiness of participants, but the system should illustrate on a participant-byparticipant basis, the proximity of a participant’s liability to its credit tolerance.
Utilization of credit tolerances – the system should be able to allow excess collateral to be
used in the following manner;
-

unutilized tolerance on one House account can be used by the same participant on
another House account

-

excess on the House account can be used to cover a client account, but not vice versa
(configurable by Participant)

Calculating and Maintaining Margin per Account - the margin requirement for each Member
should be calculated, maintained and applied for each Account on a net basis. Each net
calculation should be applied separately in respect of:
- the House Account of the Member;
- each Omnibus Segregated Account (OSA) of the Member, and any collateral provided
by the Member in respect of the multiple Clients allocated to the Account will be the
result of a net margin calculation;
- each Direct Individual Segregated Client Account of the Member, and any collateral
provided by the Member in respect of the single Clients allocated to the Account will
be a net margin calculation;
Lessons learnt from the recent Covid 19 pandemic22 highlight the fact that FMIs should take
an enhanced sector-specific approach to managing and should have the ability to constantly
reassess Clearing Member’s available liquidity, which can deteriorate quickly in periods of
market stress. A robust risk management approach by FMIs warrants an ongoing
reassessment of Clearing Members’ financial resources, particularly liquidity. A proactive
approach to counterparty risk management requires risk managers to not assume that their
past evaluations of counterparties are still valid, but instead to constantly reassess in the
context of challenging macroeconomic developments and a stressed market environment.

22

DTCC Identifies Key Priorities for Managing Risk in Post-Pandemic Environment | DTCC
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3.9 TREASURY OPERATIONS AND COLLATERAL MANAGEMENT
The Platform must provide margining and collateral capabilities in an optimized way, reducing
the reserved capital requirements by allowing for cross-margining between markets. There
should be no technical restriction to what collateral instrument types can be managed.
The most commonly used instruments are:
▪ Stocks
▪ Cash (FX)
▪ Bonds
▪ Bills
▪ Bank guarantees—issued by a bank on behalf of a Clearing Member
Collateral instruments should be defined in the same way as other instruments in the system
and made eligible as collateral through a configuration methodology. It should be possible to
revalue deposited collateral when the market price of the collateral instrument changes. The
value of the collateral must always available to the Clearing Members.
CCP Payment System and Collateral Management
NewCo CCP will require payment/treasury systems in place that ensure the timely and secure
movement of payments, including margin.
CCPs globally have adopted similar approaches so as to ensure the secure and timely transfer
of funds between Clearing Members and the Clearing House. In Europe, many of the cash
transfer mechanisms are defined Payment Systems23 and are designated as an assured
interbank payment system in accordance with the European Settlement Finality Directive,
allowing for full, final and irrevocable settlement at a defined point in time. This method of
transfer is usually the only business as usual method CCPs employ to exchange funds with its
members. Contingency arrangements are of course necessary.
The CCP operates a direct debit system for the transfer of funds to and from Clearing
Members. A Clearing Member is required to maintain accounts at a Settlement Bank in a
defined number of currencies and the CCP, usually via SWIFT messaging, debits the account
of the Clearing Member at the Settlement Bank for the funds (margin etc.). These
arrangements meet the requirements of Principle 8 of the PFMI - Settlement Finality - An FMI
should provide clear and certain final settlement, at a minimum by the end of the value date.
Where necessary or preferable, an FMI should provide final settlement intraday or in real time.
Payment Netting
It is noteworthy that a key difference between the uncleared and cleared operational models
is that clearing employs multilateral netting. This means that a single net payment can be sent
(direct debited) to the CCP, and this will be sent on to multiple trading counterparties. This
removes the need to meet individual settlements per trading counterparty every single day.
This makes the multilateral processing of a CCP particularly efficient from a trade processing
point of view.

23

Designated under appropriate legislation to allow for finality and irrevocability. In Europe under the
Settlement Finality Directive.
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A CCP will net all payments due on a given day per currency. This means that coupons, price
alignment interest/amounts, variation margin etc. are all handled via a single settlement
instruction. This is markedly more efficient than the bilateral equivalent. For uncleared trades,
this effectively results in a number of settlement instructions for a single cash flow that could
be netted. It also means that different settlement instructions and accounts may need to be
maintained across the trade itself and the collateral held. That is an overhead that you do not
get with the CCP model. The CCP model also reduces Herstatt risk (settlement risk) due to this
netting.
This netting of cash-flows has further benefits for counterparties who may need to employ
multiple accounts under a single legal entity – e.g., fund managers who operate an account
per fund. In the clearing model, a single settlement instruction can be issued, with the CCP
apportioning the payments down to the account level. This is far more efficient than issuing
settlement instructions for every single account. Similarly, client service providers (i.e., GCMs)
can benefit from netting, by making a single margin payment on behalf of all of their clearing
clients. This simplifies operational overhead.
Eligible Products and their Settlement
Different settlement processes will apply to different types of products that are cleared by
NewCo CCP:
i.
Certain products are physically settled - they settle consequent to the delivery of
a relevant underlying asset in exchange for a cash payment
ii.
Certain products are financially settled - they settle consequent to the payment of
a financial sum, with no delivery of any underlying asset. These include futures.
iii.
Option Contracts, when exercised, result in the creation of new clearing contracts
between NewCo CCP and the member.
NewCo CCP should issue daily Settlement Instructions to each member, specifying the Cash
Settlements that are due to be performed by that member, whilst in parallel, debiting that
Clearing Members account at its Settlement Bank.
Usually, the settlement information is retrieved from the external settlement system and
partners within the settlement process, who will be responsible for communicating state
transitions to the Platform. The Platform should contain support for ISO20022 (SWIFT)
messages and it should be possible to support other standard banking technology interfaces.
Cash Settlement with Central Bank Money
Within the Payment System, a number of commercial banks agree (through contract) with
the CCP to act as a Settlement Bank. Every Clearing Member is then required to maintain at
least one bank account at the Settlement Bank in the base CCP currency. Clearing Members
must have a subsequent account in each currency in which they incur settlements. Clearing
Members are free to use different Settlement Banks for different currencies and different
accounts for their client accounts also. The concept of ‘Extended Member Liability’ is applied
through the CCP Rules, removing CCP credit risk on Settlement Banks – Clearing Members
remain on risk until the funds have reached the CCP concentration account – at which point
the fund are final and irrevocable. All communication is via standard SWIFT messaging
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(MT202, 204, 900, 910)24, with contingency measures contractually agreed if SWIFT becomes
unavailable.
CCPs utilize a ‘Concentration Bank’ where all cash flows for the CCP from Settlement Banks
are concentrated. This ‘Concentration Account’ is held where possible with the Central Bank.
In line with Principle 9 of the PFMI - An FMI should conduct its money settlements in central
bank money where practical and available. If central bank money is not used, an FMI should
minimize and strictly control the credit and liquidity risks arising from the use of commercial
bank money.
CCPs manage their accounts at the Central Bank and funds are normally deposited with the
CCPs Investment Agent who acts under the direction of the CCP for investment (safekeeping
of funds). Central Banks normally apply a limit to the % of CCP funds they will hold on deposit.
For other currencies utilized by a CCP where it is not possible to have direct accounts at the
central bank, a CCP uses commercial banks as its Concentration Bank. Money Settlements
with Participants, as defined by the PFMI, are transacted through a CCPs Payment System,
designated to provide for final and irrevocable payments within its structure.
In these instances, it is imperative that a CCP minimizes and strictly controls the credit and
liquidity risk arising from the use of commercial bank money through a number of key
mechanisms including:










Use of the Designated Payment System for money settlements between members and
Settlement Banks and Concentration Banks;
Use of Extended Member Liability concept which ensures that members bear the risk
of a commercial bank default until the money is received irrevocably at the CCP’s
Concentration Bank;
Use of non-member Default Loss allocation rules which ensure that if a CCP were to
incur any material loss on treasury investment including counterparty credit risk to a
defaulting Settlement Bank or Concentration Bank, then that loss would be allocated
to members using non-member Default Loss allocation rules which form part of the
Default Management rules.
Limiting any remaining exposure to Settlement Banks through ex ante credit
assessments of potential Settlement Banks and then on-going credit monitoring of
Settlement Banks.
Managing liquidity risk through real time monitoring of balances across Settlement
Banks and Concentration Banks. CCPs maintain a policy to reduce intra-day and end
of day balances at Settlement Banks to de minimis balances.
Stringent criteria in selecting Settlement Banks so as to manage the credit and liquidity
risk exposure to the funds held or processed.
Continuous monitoring of Settlement Bank credit worthiness including real time early
warning indicators (such as share prices, CDS spreads etc.) as well as undertaking
formal credit reviews on a periodic basis.

The Payment System covers activities related to:
24

MT202 payment message, 204 Direct Debit, 900 confirmation of debit, 910 confirmation of credit
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Collection, processing and investment of cash
Settlement activity in relation to investment and cleared products

The Payment System must be supported by:
 Robust legal arrangements
 Enforcement of settlement finally through the CCPs Rules and Procedures
 Minimum credit standards on external counterparts within activity; and
The Payment System exposure must be managed through:
 Central bank exposure, not commercial
 Use of Securities Settlement Systems/CSDs for securities custody with accounts in the
name of the CCP
Settlement Finality and Designated Payment System
Where the Payment System a designated system for the purpose of the EU Settlement Finality
Directive or equivalent, the system will enable NewCo CCP to:
 give instruction to transfer money to or from accounts at Settlement Banks on behalf
of members
 give instructions to transfer money to or from its concentration banks accounts
 give instructions to custodians, account operators and CSDs to transfer money or
securities
 act as a CCP to members and centrally clear client trades
 fulfil respective obligations under contracts
 complete transfers, assignments and novation of contracts between members under
the Rules

Legal Framework for Custody
In order to ensure certainty, within the CCP Rules, cash collateral should be provided to the
CCP with full title. Ownership is then transferred to the CCP and, in exchange, the member is
owed a corresponding debt by the CCP. Legal documentation provides for the CCP to take a
security over any cash owed to the member under the terms of a security deed. Similar is true
for non-cash collateral. The CCP takes a security interest over all non-cash collateral provided
by a member under a security deed.
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Recognizing the potential different jurisdictions of members and the location of non-cash
collateral, the primacy of the security interest taken by the CCP and its validity needs to be
considered by legal experts in drafting the appropriate documentation.
Cover Process
This is the end of day process to calculate the amount of any cash settlements to be processed
between Participants and NewCo CCP, by assessing assets held as collateral versus liabilities.
This also includes payment obligations in respect of settled contracts and payment of
collateral in respect of margin requirements.
The following steps should be configurable and available to be completed separately in
respect of each account.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Determine payment obligations and calculate available cash
Calculate end of day margin requirement
Calculate available non-cash
Calculate available cash
Calculate minimum cash requirement
Determine cash settlement payable to or from the participant
Issue appropriate SWIFT message

Acceptable Collateral
Collateral acceptable to cover margin liabilities must be highly liquid with low credit and
market risk. Collateral should be tiered based upon credit and liquidity standards and the
tiering applied should form part of haircut and limit calculations. Non-cash collateral should
be subject to minimum credit standards based upon NewCo’s internal credit framework and
subject to ongoing review, including:






Collateral should be regularly assessed in terms of market depth and ability to
liquidate within holding period in stressed market conditions.
Acceptable collateral must be able to be reliably valued on a daily and intra-day basis
with sufficient market data to enable the robust management of market risk.
Collateral should be denominated in a currency in which NewCo CCP clears contracts
or which any FX exposure can be risk managed.
Acceptable collateral must be subject to a robust and transparent limit, haircut and
valuation structure and liquidity-based limits related to lodgment and withdrawal.
Acceptable collateral for Default Fund purposes should be in a defined currency.

Cash, provided as margin cover need not be in the same currency as the liability, but in this
case collateral haircuts must be applied.
Detailed procedures will be required for the posting and release of excess collateral. A list of
all instruments accepted as collateral should be available to participants at all times. All
instruments should meet a set of minimum requirements, detailed by NewCo, with regards
to credit risk, market risk, liquidity risk, wrong way risk, currency risk and concentration risk.
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Custody of Financial Instruments
All financial instruments should, wherever possible, be deposited in accounts held in the
name of NewCo CCP at the operator of the Securities Settlement System (SSS) and assets
belonging to Participants should be segregated from those held by NewCo CCP. Where direct
access to the SSS is not possible, NewCo CCP should deposit assets through a Custodian,
where the assets should be segregated within its books and records. Where Custodians are
required, they should be subject to strict reviews and minimum credit standards in
accordance with NewCo CCPs Credit Risk Framework and policy. All Custodian arrangements
should have robust failover processes in place which should be subject to periodic ‘fire drill’
exercises.
Collateral Haircuts
The purpose of collateral haircuts is to protect a CCP against collateral price risk in the event
of a Clearing Member default. The haircuts should cover cash and non-cash. Non-cash
collateral denominated in a currency other than the liability should be subject to both price
and FX haircuts. Haircuts for cash denominated in a currency other than the liability, will be
based on the volatility of the FX rates.
A haircut methodology will be required and based on the close out assumptions utilized in
the initial margin calculations, together with various other calculations including
historical/hypothetical stress events.
In addition to standard haircuts, NewCo CCP will need to be able to impose Wrong Way Risk
haircuts – which may arise between the collateral pledged and the underlying position of the
Clearing Member.
All standard collateral haircuts should be published and available to Participants.
Similar to the back testing of margin rates, back testing of collateral haircuts is also required
using a number of years data history. These results should also be published and available at
frequent intervals to Participants.
Collateral Limits
In order to manage liquidity risk requirements with regard to the liquidation of collateral in
the event of a default, NewCo CCP will need the ability to apply different limits to different
collateral types. Where NewCo CCP considers it necessary, these limits will allow NewCo CCP
to restrict the amount of particular collateral types a Participant can lodge to cover margin
liabilities.
Collateral limits should be based on several factors including;
 NewCo CCPs assessment of the credit quality of the collateral,
 its credit assessment of the lodging participant,
 the market depth and liquidity of the collateral type, and,
 any potential wrong way risk.
Functionally, NewCo should have the ability to apply these limits individually at a
Participant/Group level with a subset applicable by client.
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Treasury Operations and Banking
Manage cover distribution
Margin call % receive
Manage custodian transfer
Manage cash concentration
Manual margin call
Manage Settlement banks
Manage concentration Bank
Manage investment income
Pay interest to Members
Manage member charges
Process payments
Process receipts
Charge fees

Member v Banking
Finance v Banking
Risk v Banking

Collateral
Mgt

Margin Mgt

Other

Reconciliation

Treasury
Operations &
Banking

Manage
Default Fund

Reporting

Lodging collateral
Pledging collateral
Withdrawing collateral
Transfer of collateral
Substitution of cash for non cash
Substitution of non cash for non cash
Apply collateral haircuts
Valuation of collateral
Collateral changes to Members
Manage investment relationship
Manage custodian relationship
Define acceptable collateral

Regulatory Reporting
Member Reporting

Collateral Pricing
A robust and timely validation methodology is required for all acceptable collateral types and
valuations must be made available to all Participants. All cover valuations should be calculated
using appropriate haircuts. The collateral pricing methodology will need to be ‘proven’ robust
and should take account of the following principles:
 Standard validation processes
 Obtain prices from at least 2 established vendors
 A methodology to assess the robustness of pricing sources
 Access to market participants to regularly verify the pricing methodology.
End of day prices should be captured from appropriate jurisdictions to the traded instruments
and used in the overnight cover distribution process.


Intraday Pricing: NewCo should receive market process on a near real time basis and
validate them on receipt. Once validated, market prices should then be applied to
positions at various points throughout the day. Variation margin on all open positions
should be revalued. As trades are registered and accepted throughout the day,
variation margin should be calculated based on the last recalculation. These new
trades and all other trades should then be updated at the point of the next
recalculation.



Intraday collateral revaluation: Collateral prices should be monitored on a near real
time basis and intraday collateral revaluation should be considered at least once a day
in alignment with an intraday scheduled margin call. It should be possible to do
additional revaluations throughout the day and in times of volatility. NewCo should
have the ability to increase the valuation frequency on all collateral or a subset at its
discretion within the system constraints.
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3.10 DEFAULT MANAGEMENT
In view of the pivotal role played by CCPs, a defaulting CCP can have substantial consequences
for individual financial institutions and the securities and derivatives markets as a whole. Risk
is inherent to the activities of a CCP.
CCPs are required to comply with international rules and standards and risk management
must meet strict requirements. In short, it is absolutely imperative that CCPs optimally
manage all the attendant risks and that the supervisor ensures that this is indeed the case.

Default Waterfall
A CCP’s risk management system, or risk management framework, generally consists of a
model comprising several lines of defence. If one line of defence fails to absorb a clearing
member’s bankruptcy, the following line of defence is activated. This consecutive sequence
is also referred to as the default waterfall.
Admission criteria
Margin
Defaulter’s Clearing Fund
Survivor’s Clearing Fund
Other financial resources
In order to adhere to international standards, stringent membership admission requirements
to a CCP are the first line of defence, guaranteeing that all Clearing Members meet basic
conditions and have the necessary resources and knowledge. A Clearing Member must
successfully complete simulated default tests to demonstrate they have the appropriate
expertise and operational processes in place prior to beginning clearing operations. Once live,
all Clearing Members are required to participate in fire drills regularly to confirm their
operational readiness to manage a member default.
In broad terms, NewCo CCP must define a mechanism to neutralise the defaulting risk by
hedging the overall House position of a defaulting member against the most liquid market to
manage its risk. NewCo CCP will then need determine its most preferred method of disposal
of the defaulting participants portfolio – most CCPs define an auction process to auction the
remaining house portfolio to other participants. NewCo CCP must also be able to execute the
close out of all remaining open house positions if required.
Multiple Default Funds
A multi asset CCP does not by necessarily mean multiple default funds – however, it is an
important consideration as Clearing Members will not want to be impacted by the default of
a Clearing Member in an asset class in which they do not participate. A securities participant
will not want to be impacted by the default of an derivatives player.
CCPs take limited different approaches to this and although consolidating risk can be
beneficial, it must be done with the interests of safety and security in mind. Eurex for example
consolidates participants across asset classes in what they call Liquidation Groups, where the
intention is that a default within these groups, only impacts the Clearing Members in these
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groups. Cleared products that share similar risk characteristics are assigned to the same
Liquidation Group. This allows for a more comprehensive portfolio risk calculation and finally
also enables cross margining across Liquidation Groups as long as offsets can be realized
during the default management process25. Other CCPs set up segregated default funds by
asset class26. NewCo CCP will need to consider the most appropriate risk management
solution as it progresses with additional products/ asset classes and it will be a key
consideration with each new module.
Other Financial Sources
A CCP’s fourth and last line of defence is called into action in the unlikely event that both the
paid margins and the default fund are insufficient to cover the losses. This fourth line of
defence may consist of diverse components, such as the CCP’s equity, a parent company
guarantee (e.g., if the CCP is a subsidiary of a bank), or a guarantee or insurance from a third
party. If a CCP uses part of its own equity to cover the loss before turning to the survivors’
default fund, this is called ‘skin in the game’, the underlying idea being that in this case, the
CCP itself has a greater interest in preventing a clearing member from going bankrupt. The
CCP can realise this by introducing a robust risk management system and keeping this system
up to date. Many CCPs employ the waterfall with four lines of defence but the details may
vary. With OTC derivatives, CCPs often opt to cover losses with their own equity first, before
turning to the survivors’ clearing fund. With derivatives transactions, it is customary practice
to apply marked-to-market valuation, in which case the CCP calculates the value on a daily
basis. A counterparty that has a contract with a negative market value must pay variation
margin in favour of the CCP, which channels the received margin through to the party that
has a contract with a positive market value.
EMIR Requirements
EMIR Article 48 outlines the key responsibilities of a CCP in managing a default; the need to
have ‘detailed procedures in place’ and to review those procedures annually.
Article 48 also requires a CCP to ‘take prompt action to contain losses and liquidity pressures
resulting from defaults and shall ensure that the default management ‘does not disrupt it’s
operations or expose the non-defaulting clearing members to losses they cannot anticipate
or control.’
Article 48 also outlines requirements for communication, legal enforceability and the porting
of client positions and collateral. It states that where the ‘transfer to that other clearing
member has not taken place… the CCP may take all steps permitted by its rules to actively
manage its risks’
Article 58 of the ESMA technical standards outlines that ‘A CCP shall test and review its default
procedures to ensure they are both practical and effective. A CCP shall perform simulation
exercises …..’to ‘verify that all clearing members… are duly informed and know the
procedures involved in a default scenario’.

25
26

Eurex Clearing (eurexchange.com)
LCH Ltd Default Waterfall
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Default Management Process and Requirements
NewCo CCP will need to define in detail the Default Management approach it will adopt.
These Rules and Procedures will need to be set out in detail but in order to achieve the
standards set out by global regulatory authorities including EMIR and PFMI’s, should be based
on the following fundamental basis.
The process should be defined to allow NewCo CCP to take such action as it may determine
necessary to close out or discharge or net the rights, obligations and positions of the
Defaulting Member to minimise losses or potential losses to NewCo CCP. Functionality to
support NewCo CCPs actions in the event of a Clearing Member default needs to be
configured and available within the IT solution. Core management of a default, hedging,
auction, close out should be integral to the core functionality.
Once a Default is declared, NewCo CCP should be in a position to take any one or more of the
following steps, including:
 suspending the Defaulting Member,
 accepting or declining to accept new transactions (based on their risk profile), and
suspending payments to the Defaulting Member.
NewCo CCP should have the flexibility (legally and technically) to take certain specified actions
which should include:
 porting positions (and related collateral in some circumstances)
 hedging NewCo’s exposure under the contracts to which the Defaulting Member is a
party, preventing positions of a Defaulting Member on any account going to (physical)
delivery, liquidating the relevant collateral, and
 conducting an auction of the Defaulting Member's remaining open positions.
In order to hedge the exposure, NewCo CCP should have agreed relationships with a handful
of brokers that will have pre agreed to assist in managing the defaulting portfolio.
Auction Process
Depending on the default management process agreed by NewCo CCP, a detailed procedure
will need to be documented in order to manage the details of a default in a transparent and
agreed manner.
Primarily, auction portfolios will need to be identified and this will be subject to the previously
agreed rules on how the default management process will be managed. Each asset class can
be managed separately or can be grouped for the purposes of default and this will be agreed
when defining the overall Risk Management Framework and in particular, Default
Management.
Regardless, some principles below, should be considered:
•
•
•

It should be mandatory for all clearing members to submit a bid for each auction
Eligibility criteria should be detailed with the Rulebook, including credit rating.
NewCo CCP should have the ability to split a defaulting portfolio to form multiple
separate groups of positions as separate auctions.
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•
•
•
•
•

Auction portfolios should be provided in pre-agreed format of positions sent in file to
all bidding Members.
Participants should be required to bid on the full portfolio with one clear winner for
each auction.
NewCo should have a Default Management Committee, and they should decide the
winner of the auction in accordance to the Rulebook.
The winning bid should be identified and the member should be ‘on risk’ immediately
with the portfolio transferred as soon as possible
Default fund contribution juniorisation to apply where losses require use of the
default fund – i.e., winning members should be last to re contribute.

CCP ‘Skin in the Game’ (SIG)
The purpose of SIG is to ensure the CCP is incentivised to perform robust risk management
and that an alignment between the CCP’s and clearing members’ interests is in place. With
their own funds at risk immediately after the contributions of the defaulting clearing member
are exhausted, CCPs are very strongly incentivised to exercise prudent risk management to
limit the impact on their own funds, thereby limiting the impact on non-defaulted members’
funds.

Membership Criteria
Variation Margin
Initial Margin
Default Fund (DCM)

CCP's Skin in the Game

Mutulised Default Fund

A CCP has the primary responsibility for setting margin levels – sufficient to cover all but the
most extreme market movements – and default fund requirements that accurately reflect the
risk of the transactions that are being cleared, striking the right balance between ‘defaulter
pays first’ and ‘mutualisation’ principles. For EU CCPs, these requirements are codified in
EMIR27. The balance between ‘defaulter pays first’ and ‘mutualisation’ principles must ensure
that incentives are set in a manner that optimises risk management, preserves market
integrity and avoids any moral hazard that could negatively influence the behaviour of the
clearing members.
While collateralisation and risk management are operated by the CCP, members contribute
to the default fund in proportion to the risk that they have brought to the CCP. In the spirit of
EMIR and best risk practices, CCPs’ success is measured by the protection of members’ funds.
27

Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July 2012 on OTC
derivatives, central counterparties and trade repositories Text with EEA relevance (europa.eu)
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CCPs regularly perform stress tests to ensure the potential impact of a member default is
minimized. Any losses that would impact the mutualised pool of funds would critically
damage a CCP’s reputation and standing in the market and with regulators. Given the central
role of CCPs as risk managers and the crucial importance of setting the incentives
appropriately in the waterfall, it is best practice for the CCP to contribute some of its own
capital to such waterfall right before the use of the mutualised resources. Such contribution
creates direct SIG for the CCP, which demonstrates the CCP’s commitment to prudent risk
management while also ensuring CCPs maintain appropriate incentives to perform robust risk
management to minimise losses under a default.
SIG is therefore the component of the CCP’s default waterfall prior to mutualisation that is
contributed by the CCP and, in Europe, corresponds to a percentage (25%) of its regulatory
capital under the EMIR legislation. With their own funds at risk immediately after the
contributions of the defaulting clearing member are exhausted, in addition to the business
risk associated with failing to manage the default appropriately, CCPs are further incentivised
to exercise prudent risk management. This ensures CCPs calculate an appropriate amount of
margin and default fund for each member to limit impact the waterfall, including on their own
funds and the funds of non-defaulted members.

Because of its role as an incentive and demonstration of robust risk management, it is
essential that SIG is adequately calibrated. EMIR enshrined the best practice of CCP waterfalls
as a sequence of:
1. defaulter pays first (i.e., the defaulter’s contribution to the default fund),
2. CCP’s SIG contribution,
3. mutualisation across non-defaulting clearing members.
Article 43 of EMIR includes minimum standards for all three components, while Article 35 of
the EMIR RTS 153/20134 sets the minimum level of the CCP’s contribution to 25% of its capital
requirements.
In line with Article 16 of EMIR the CCP’s capital shall be:
 proportionate to the risk stemming from the activities of the CCP;
 sufficient to ensure an orderly winding-down or restructuring of the activities over an
appropriate time span;
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an adequate protection of the CCP against credit, market, counterparty, operational,
legal and business risks.

This makes the SIG relative to the risk management responsibilities of the CCP. Therefore, the
way in which SIG is currently calculated depends on parameters such as the size of the CCP
and must be revised on an annual basis.

Resilliance, Recovery and Resolution
Resilience, recovery and resolution are the three pillars for CCP risk management standards.
Since the introduction of EMIR in 2012 and equivalent regulations in the US and in Asia,
introducing new obligations for the financial markets, CCPs have continued to grow in
systemic importance and have contributed to the commitment of the G20 for more
transparency and more stability for the financial system. The netting benefits of central
clearing have also contributed to the increase of the concentration of financial activity in CCPs
and have favored their growth.
With this in mind, in 2016 the European Commission (EC) issued its first draft regulation for
the recovery and resolution of central counterparties (CCP R&R), highlighting the ever more
central role and importance of clearing institutions and the need to adequately manage the
risks related to failing CCPs. Agreement has now been reached on additional regulations
setting a new European framework for the recovery and resolution of CCPs.
The CCP recovery and resolution regulation is complementary to EMIR and covers specific
situations of distress for CCPs, which require the particular attention of regulators and
participants to CCPs in order to safeguard the financial stability and prevent systemic risks.
This regulation builds on the “Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures” (CPMI-IOSCO –
2012 and subsequent updates), the “Guidance on the Recovery of Financial Market
Infrastructures” (CPMI-IOSCO – 2014), the “Guidance on CCP Recovery and Resolution
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Planning” (FSB – 2017) and the “Framework for Supervisory Stress Testing of Central
Counterparties” (CPMI-IOSCO – 2018).
Resilience
Resilience is key to avoid recovery and resolution. The regulatory requirements introduced by
the global standards aim to improve and ensure CCPs financial resilience at all times. CCPs
must maintain pre-funded resources to cover the default of the two biggest Clearing
Members under extreme but plausible scenarios, maintain capital requirements to protect
itself against the risk of non-default losses, and apply concentration limits to contain
investment and custody losses.
To assess the solvency of their risk management frameworks, CCPs regularly test the key
aspects of their default procedures to ensure that all Clearing Members have appropriate
arrangements in place to respond to a default event. These tests include:


Stress scenarios: Connects regulatory requirements with a comprehensive set of
historical and hypothetical scenarios with a significant probability to incur.
Different asset classes and products are tested independently, with the relevant
risk factors being calibrated accordingly;



Liquidation testing: Measures the ability of CCPs to absorb settlement and funding
flows. These costs include the cost of hedging a defaulting member’s positions and
adverse market movements, reducing its value prior to closing out or selling those
positions;



Sensitivity testing: Analyses how the different values of a set of independent
variables − the key parameters and assumptions of the initial margin model − are
affected at a number of confidence intervals in order to determine its sensitivity to
calibration errors;



Reverse stress testing: Identify the market conditions under which the Default
Waterfall framework would provide insufficient coverage, rendering the CCP
unviable.

Recovery
In case of uncovered default losses beyond a CCP’s pre-funded resources in the Default
Waterfall, CPMI-IOSCO published the Recovery of Financial Market Infrastructures28 in 2017,
a revised version of the 2014 guiding principles for FMIs on how to develop and implement
recovery plans to enable them to recover from threats to their viability and financial strength.
CCPs should retain the flexibility to implement their default management process before
entering recovery, and their recovery plans before entering resolution, ultimately avoiding in
any case the use of public funds, with recovery and resolution arrangements maintaining
incentives to ensure resilience in the business-as-usual situation.
Once all the pre-funded resources in the Default Waterfall have been depleted without the
default being fully resolved, the CCP should then enter into the recovery regime, where it
possesses a series of measures to fairly allocate the remaining losses among members. The
inherent differences across asset classes, markets and jurisdictions prevent a ‘one-size-fits28

Recovery of financial market infrastructures (bis.org)
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all’ approach. CCPs are responsible for implementing their own recovery plans while being
monitored by their respective supervisory authorities. Some of the recovery tools CCPs have
at hand include:


Cash assessments: Pre-defined cash assessments, also called cash-calls, are
additional contributions from participants generally linked to their share in the prefunded default fund or their own aggregate level of activity at the CCP;



Gains Haircutting: Haircutting of claims can be applied to Initial Margin, Variation
Margin or marked-to-market gains. This tool involves a reduction in the total
amount owed to each non-defaulting participant with an in-the-money position;



Forced loss allocation: If the CCP has positions remaining it cannot allocate
through voluntary means, forced loss allocation allows the CCP to distribute losses
across all clearing members on a pro-rata basis based on their share in the prefunded default fund or to their own aggregate level of activity at the CCP;



Partial/Full tear-ups: Tear-ups are another tool available for CCPs after all
voluntary tools have proven unsuccessful. It involves terminating some (usually
those belonging to smaller, illiquid market segments) or all open positions in order
to return to a matched book.

Resolution
The resolution regime would only be triggered if a CCP is unable to implement its recovery
plan or where the implementation of the recovery plan may negatively affect financial
stability. A resolution plan should be tailored to the specificities of the CCP at risk, which
includes its structure, products and market conditions, with the primary goal of either
ensuring the continuity of critical services or conducting a wind-down without resorting to a
government bailout.
The FSB29 sets out the Key Attributes of effective resolution regimes and sets the scope for
resolution authorities to intervene and implement the resolution measures according to the
resolution planning. Not all resolution powers set out in the Key Attributes are suitable for all
sectors and all circumstances. To promote effective and consistent implementation across
jurisdictions the FSB continues to work with its members to develop further guidance, taking
into account the need for implementation to accommodate different national legal systems
and market environments and sector-specific considerations. Resolution can only be initiated
when an FMI is no longer viable (or likely to be no longer viable) and has no reasonable
prospect of becoming so.
Some of the resolution tools that the resolution authorities have available, include:


29

Transfer of assets to third-party: Resolution authorities have the power to transfer
the assets and liabilities of the failed CCP to a third-party or to a bridge institution
that can continue operating certain critical functions and viable operations of the
failed CCP;

Key Attributes of Effective Resolution Regimes for Financial Institutions (fsb.org)
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Recapitalization: Recapitalization (forced) would lead to shareholders exposing
funds to avoid insolvency in exchange for pro-rata ownership;



Bail-in within resolution: Powers to carry out bail-in should allow resolution
authorities to write down creditor claims to the extent necessary to absorb the
losses or to convert creditor claims into equity.

NewCo CCP will need to draft and implement a Recovery and Resolution Plan.

Capital Requirements
Under Art.16 RTS Art. 35, a CCP must have separate capital requirements for restructuring,
operational, legal, credit, market, counterparty and business risk. Under the EMIR
requirements, it must have permanent and available initial capital of at least €7.5million and
a 25% CCP skin in the game contribution to the default fund.
This is required at the outset, but there are a number of considerations –
In order to achieve ‘EMIR equivalence’ a CCP must meet the rules as detailed under EMIR.
EMIR sets an EU norm and now provides market participants with the necessary confidence
to accept CCPs as a credible counterparty. By doing so, CCPs reduce the risk in the financial
system and increase the attractiveness of the markets to (foreign) investors and, by extension,
market liquidity and number of listings etc.
In determining the appropriate capital requirements from the outset, consideration will need
to be given to the strategy deemed appropriate for the launch of NewCo CCP. A number of
options/considerations will be at play and should inform the strategic thinking and
requirements:
 A Ukraine owned and operated CCP with EMIR third country equivalence – which will
require NewCo CCP to meet the EMIR requirements including Regulatory Capital
 To attract (a full suite of additional) foreign investment and build the capital markets
suggests one needs an EMIR compliant CCP with all the incumbent resilience (IT, legal,
operations) and risk management features.
 Can Third Country equivalence wait (from a business strategy perspective) until the
CCP is established domestically and growing – and then upgrade to meet some final
EMIR (capital) requirements – whilst in parallel applying the EMIR capital
requirements formula to the business – (but not the deminimus rule)?
This final point does require further detailed analysis – foreign investment exists in Ukraine –
the opportunity cost and implications of not quite meeting the deminimus capital
requirement and therefore not achieving Third Country equivalence from the outset should
be considered, whilst in parallel launching NewCo CCP with sufficient capital to operate
robustly in the event of a default (and all the various extreme but plausible circumstances).
To consider such an approach will require detailed consideration of the potential impact on
the market and stakeholders:
 will the upgrade to a robust CCP in itself and in the short term be sufficient for those
already operating, to participate more in the market?
 Will it together with the increasing legal framework and risk management processes
through the introduction of a CCP, encourage more participants?
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will it provide further incentive to domestic players to increase their participation?

The business, legal and strategic implications should be considered – however, the actual
difference in financial commitment between being EMIR (capital) compliant and just short of
compliance should be also be understood and considered in the context of the Ukrainian
capital and commodity markets broad strategy.
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CHAPTER 4: TESTING REQUIREMENTS
Overall Programme Management - PRINCE2
The overall program of work should adopt a tailored version of the best practice PRINCE2
project management methodology, as detailed in the Project Initiation Document (PID). A key
feature of PRINCE2 is the use of “stage boundaries” to delineate between different phases of
activity, with the deliverables in any stage typically being dependent upon the deliverables in
previous stages. A formal review of deliverables should occur before a workstream passes
through a stage-gate to the next phase. At the design stage, business target outcomes should
be identified to measure overall program delivery.
PRINCE2, a robust project method, needs to be implemented across project teams to ensure
the highest quality of delivered software, and at the same time 100% control of the project
and full transparency for NewCo CCP. Project governance is key to the successful execution
of complex technology integration projects. NewCo CCP needs a competent, experienced
project manager to ensure that the project and IT Vendor is tightly managed.
Clear milestones that separate the distinct phases are highlighted.

Design
Study

Phased Agile
Development & Testing
Releases & Integration

User Acceptance
Testing of Full
Integrated Solution

Member Testing/
Production
Readiness

The Design Study should include a detailed breakdown of the IT testing strategy and plan
including all functional and non-functional testing.

Technology Development Workstream - Agile
The technology workstream should follow an Agile approach with a layered testing approach
to ensure software quality. This will depend on the chosen Vendor and the amount of
development work required.
The development process under an Agile framework is usually organized around time-boxed
iterations of software, where incremental releases of working software that deliver tangible
business value create candidates for testing and are then deployed. The scope for each
release is generally frozen at the start of each new iteration, with changes added to any
backlog and prioritized into future releases. A detailed methodology of build, develop and
test will need to be agreed with the chosen Vendor. Regardless, when the release is ready,
the solution should be demonstrated, and each delivered item checked against the standards,
level of functional and non-functional testing that must be achieved to meet the acceptance
criteria. Acceptance criteria are critical and should be explicitly defined and agreed between
NewCo and the Vendor prior to any software build/change requests etc. An ongoing
collaborative scope review and prioritization process should be in place to ensure a shared
understanding of the work to be done and acceptance criteria by all stakeholders. To support
rapid development, NewCo should look to enforce a strategy of continuous integration and
deployment processes with its chosen Vendor, to prevent regression and NewCo should
ensure that the quality of software delivered is always verifiable through test automation –
preferably 100%.
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A weekly or bi-weekly management meeting should be held to review status, track progress
and manage risks and issues. A monthly Steering Meeting to communicate key decisions,
track key progress, agree potential change requests and escalate material issues and risks.

Testing Approach
As part of an Agile development process, a layered testing approach should be adopted.
Testing should include:










Functional Testing: Testing present and future behavioral certainty of business
processes with a robust validation and testing framework. Testing and validation of
the business logic.
Integration Tests: All test scenarios should be accompanied by two sets of integration
tests: (1) tests that evaluate a feature holistically in business terms and (2) live
environment tests with masked data.
Production Deployment Testing: The applications must undergo standard testing and
production deployment stages at the client site. Testing should (1) run a simulated
market within the client environment, (2) run a UAT environment across participants
as appropriate, and (3) implement a phased deployment of the solution or upgrades.
Performance / Non-Functional Testing: Performance and capacity benchmarks using
realistic market workflows and data sets are essential to demonstrate ability to meet
operational requirements. Performance testing should include BAU and stress testing.
Penetration Testing: Manual penetration tests should be performed both internally
and by third-party auditors. Internal manual penetration testing includes reviewing
the code base for common application security flaws, cryptographic flaws and
configuration issues. Reported risks should be passed through the internal
vulnerability pipeline and remediated.

Design Study: The design study plays a fundamental role in preparing a successful delivery
project and it in defining the modus operandi of the project through the project management
methodology. Here is where NewCo CCP and the preferred Vendor will document their
delivery and testing approach, ownership, responsibilities and timelines. Both parties must
jointly analyse the business and technical requirements and confirm any required
customizations to meet local requirements. The project plan, functional and non‐functional
specifications, and other contractual schedules should be documented as part of the design
study. The output of the design study must be the defined project scope to which both parties
are fully aligned and committed.
Agile Development: Depending on the technology and change/development requirements,
an alpha release of the technology should be forthcoming from the Vendor. This release can
be used by NewCo CCP to become familiar with the solution and to start early testing. The
second release (a Beta version) should contain most of the agreed configurations and
adaptations but delivered in an agile manner allowing detailed test cases to be prepared for
the acceptance testing phase.
Acceptance & Integration Testing: NewCo will need to define a detailed set of test cases for
User Acceptance Testing. These should start to become available during the development
phase to increase quality and reduce project risk as the Vendor will have early sight.
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Acceptance testing should be agreed between NewCo and the Vendor and should form part
of the overall formal acceptance of the software. Acceptance testing should only formally
start with the delivery of the fully configured, customized and quality assured release.
Member Testing: A defined period must be set aside after the completion of Acceptance
Testing by NewCo CCP. The Member Test period must allow for full and comprehensive
testing by prospective Clearing Members. Detailed test scripts must be prepared for
participants and formal conformance by prospective Clearing Members successfully
completed. Prior to the launch of Member Testing – a test platform must be made available
long before the official conformance testing for Participants.
Production Readiness: Production readiness should be managed by NewCo CCP and
supported by the Vendor, preferably onsite.
A detailed, all-encompassing test strategy, including ownership of all test cases must be
completed by NewCo.

Tools to Support Testing
Different applications have different testing needs. In an environment that demands the
highest of standards and capabilities, developers and quality assurance (QA) work together
to deliver the functionality as specified. The back and forth between developers and QA can
be a time drain on an organization and one answer to improving the efficiency of the entire
build/develop/test process is to provide tools that help automate testing for technical and
non-technical users. There are a number of testing areas that automated software testing
tools target:








Functional: Checks whether the software is satisfying requirements. Functional testing
makes sure the software module is fulfilling its purpose within the application or
process.
Regression: Regression testing is done to ensure that existing features are not broken
by new features. This is achieved by re-running functional tests.
Unit: Test specific module, code, function using a defined operating procedure, data,
and execution environment.
Key-word: Keyword-based testing is a framework for building tests constructed
around actions that are taken by a user of the software. Keyword-based testing could
follow a user-object (representing the user interacting with the application) as they
“login” and “access” data with the application.
End-to-end: End-to-end testing is a technique used to test whether the flow of an
application right from start to finish is behaving as expected.

For example, when testing a user-interface of an application it may make more sense to target
end-to-end or key-word based testing, but testing raw data for example, favors a functional
or unit-based testing approach.
As part of the overall test strategy, discussion, use and deployment of automated test tools
is critical so as to ensure and efficient and comprehensive approach to testing.
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Risk Methodology Testing
The PFMI are very clear re the specifics of a CCP margin model and all the parameters and
detail of the model must be tested extensively – internally and by external validation. They
note that a CCP should adopt initial margin models and parameters that are risk-based and
generate margin requirements sufficient to cover its potential future exposure to participants
in the interval between the last margin collection and the close out of positions following a
participant default. Further, initial margin should meet an established single-tailed confidence
level of at least 99 percent with respect to the estimated distribution of future exposure. For
a CCP that calculates margin at the portfolio level, this requirement applies to each portfolio’s
distribution of future exposure. For a CCP that calculates margin at more-granular levels, such
as at the sub portfolio level or by product, the requirement must be met for the corresponding
distributions of future exposure.
As a result, the model used should:
 use a conservative estimate of the time horizons for the effective hedging or close out
of the particular types of products cleared by the CCP (including in stressed market
conditions),
 have an appropriate method for measuring credit exposure that accounts for relevant
product risk factors and portfolio effects across products, and
 to the extent practicable and prudent, limit the need for destabilizing, procyclical
changes.
Margin Model Testing & Validation: The PFMI are particularly detailed when it comes to
margin requirements and it is critical that NewCo adopts models and parameters that are riskbased and generate requirements that are appropriate to cover the potential future exposure
(PFE) to CMs based on the assumed liquidation periods. Margin requirements are explicit in
EMIR and subject to the products being cleared – require detailed analysis. Furthermore, in
compliance with EMIR, add-on buffers should be considered as an additional multiplier to
prevent procyclical margining.
A CCP should regularly review and validate its margin system. The Margin Framework,
including all policies should cover the ongoing maintenance of the margining systems. The
framework should reflect the three lines of defense model. The model owner, user and
developer (as first line) responsible for quality tests of all models in scope. An independent
model validation as a second line ensures the quality of all models in the model inventory.
The independent model validation should ensure the quality of the risk and margin system.
Validation results should be reported regularly to the Risk Committee and the Management
Team. An Annual Validation Report should cover all risk and margin models within the model
inventory.
Stress Testing: The stress tests should be performed using standard and predetermined
parameters, assumptions and scenarios and all components should be subject to an annual
review and/or an ad-hoc review in case of significant events or significant changes (e.g., new
products or services). The stress test model should be validated annually by the independent
Model Validation as well as by internal and external auditors.
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Margin Performance Testing: Margin models performance and margin coverage must be
continuously monitored and analyzed in daily back testing. Results should be categorized
using the Basel Traffic Light Approach and reported to the Management Team on a daily basis.
Stress tests and reverse stress tests covering a wider range of potential scenarios and
sensitivity tests should be completed daily. A detailed framework and policy for managing
margins must be drafted and adhered to prior to launch.
Liquidity Testing: NewCo will need to conduct rigorous analysis and planning to determine the
amount and sufficiency of its liquid resources. This will need to be assessed through rigorous
stress testing covering a wide range of extreme, but plausible stress scenarios. All potential
risk factors will need to be included in the stress test scenarios, taking into consideration the
multiple roles of a counterpart and their affiliates towards NewCo for e.g., CM, Settlement
Banks, etc. as well as all relevant currencies. The overall performance, the effectiveness and
appropriateness, but also adequacy of results will need to be assessed and adjusted as
appropriate. This will need to be completed more frequently at the outset but monthly at a
minimum as time elapses. Completion of the independent annual model validation process,
ensures the appropriateness of the methodology (of both credit and liquidity stress testing)
with all its components.
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Section A: Securities Clearing & Central Securities Depository
Background & Current Challenges
A Central Securities Depository (CSD) provides securities accounts, central safekeeping
services and asset services, which may include the administration of corporate actions and
redemptions, and plays an important role in helping to ensure the integrity of securities issues
(that is, ensure that securities are not accidentally or fraudulently created or destroyed or
their details changed). A CSD can hold securities either in physical form (but immobilized) or
in dematerialized form (they exist only as electronic records). The precise activities of a CSD
vary based on jurisdiction and market practices.
Although CCPs and CSDs are both seen as “post-trade infrastructures”, their roles in the
financial ecosystem are different as clearing activities will be performed by the CCP and the
actual settlement for Securities is performed by the CSD (the security) and the RTGS (for the
cash).
A CSD may maintain the definitive record of legal ownership for a security; in some cases,
however, a separate securities registrar will serve this notary function. In a direct holding
system, each beneficial or direct owner of the security is known to the CSD or the issuer. In
some countries, the use of direct holding systems is required by law. Alternatively, an indirect
holding system employs a multi-tiered arrangement for the custody and transfer of ownership
of securities (or the transfer of similar interests therein) in which investors are identified only
at the level of their custodian or intermediary. In many countries, a CSD also operates a
securities settlement system as defined below.
Securities Settlement Systems
A securities settlement system (SSS) enables securities to be transferred and settled by book
entry according to a set of predetermined multilateral rules. Such systems allow transfers of
securities either free of payment or against payment. When transfer is against payment, many
systems provide delivery versus payment (DvP), where delivery of the security occurs if and
only if payment occurs. An SSS may be organized to provide additional securities clearing and
settlement functions, such as the confirmation of trade and settlement instructions.
Progress to Date and Key Challenges
In 2017, the National Bank of Ukraine (NBU) and the National Securities and Stock Market
Commission (NSSMC) signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to work together to
reform the capital markets infrastructure in order to gradually align it with the European
regulatory framework (CSDR, EMIR, MiFID), international standards and best practices. This
MoU envisions a target operating model that consists of two main elements: clearing on the
one hand, and settlement and depository on the other hand. It is important to note that the
NBU, in coordination with the NSSMC, will be overseeing the operation of the capital markets
infrastructure according to EU standards and IOSCO principles.
Currently, there are many actors involved in the Ukrainian Delivery versus Payment (DvP)
process and their function depends on the asset class and whether it is traded OTC or on
exchange and the agreement of the trading parties. There is much complexity, limited security
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or guarantee, settlement failures, lack of linkage between the financial actors and in particular
between the CSD and the payment system (RTGS/SEP).
National Bank of Ukraine (NBU) – State Securities Depository (SSD): central securities
depository for government and municipal securities denominated in UAH.
National Depository of Ukraine (NDU): central securities depository for equities and
corporate debt denominated in UAH.
National Bank of Ukraine – System of Electronic Payment (SEP): state bank payment system
(or RTGS) which is created for the purpose of carrying out interbank money transfers in
Ukraine in national currency through accounts of resident banks and accounts of other SEP
participating organizations opened in the NBU.
Settlement Centre (SC): For all exchange-traded securities (denominated in UAH), SC clears
and nets the transactions. Subsequently, the SC sends the instructions to SSD or NDU to
conduct securities settlement and to its own banking system to conduct cash settlement. For
over-the-counter (OTC) securities transactions, SC can act as a settlement entity if both
parties agree to use its services.
Stock Exchange (SE): a facility where brokers and traders can buy and sell securities. Some
examples in Ukraine are the Ukrainian Exchange and the PFTS Stock Exchange.
Custodian bank: an entity that safekeeps and administers securities for its customers.
(Cash settlement) bank: a financial institution that is involved to settle the payment
obligations arising from securities transfers.
Brokers: independent person or company that organizes and executes financial transactions
on behalf of another party
Two important aspects of the settlement and depository component of the 2017 MOU are:
a) the intention to merge NBU depository and NDU, and,
b) the movement towards cash settlement in Central Bank money.
In progressing both the spirit and intention of the MoU, the linkages between both the CSD
and the RTGS has now been visualized and included in the law #2284.
SWIFT Business & Standards Advisory produced a DvP study in August 202030, identifying
several options for the interconnection between the CSD and RTGS, in compliance with
international standards. The various options analyse several markets with similar
characteristics as the target operating model of Ukraine for e.g., one CSD and settlement in
Central Bank money).
Key challenges encountered by CSDs include a complex account structure across the various
intermediaries involved in the post trade process which creates a heavy operational burden
for the CSDs as well as substantial costs and risks to other market participants.
Settlement is another area of complexity with a number of existing pain points. The current
settlement system, including the many market participants involved, requires a transaction
between two end counterparties to be broken down into several sequential component
30

SWIFT Business & Standards Advisory - DvP study for Ukrainian market Models for cashleg of securities settlement transactions (“To-Be”) 31 August 2020
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transactions, which introduces timing differences, settlement risks, credit exposures, lack of
settlement finality and other market inefficiencies. Moreover, in many current market
settlement scenarios, delivery risk translates into liquidity, credit and counterparty risk that
introduces cost and time into the settlement process. While there are current industry
practices for improving settlement certainty - such as security pledges, custodial account
memo pledges and control account agreements - these practices are rarely used or relied
upon due to operational and/or cost challenges.
Central Securities Depository – Functional Requirements
CSDs that meet the international best practices and adhere to the PFMI provide StraightThrough Processing (STP) settlement and related services for a wide range of corporate and
government securities. Brokers, international banks, custodians and investment houses
generally connect directly to the system and these institutions provide access for other retail
investors (including private individuals) and companies that wish to hold and settle securities
electronically, but do not wish to maintain a direct connection.
Efficient and low-risk settlement
Wherever financial institutions strike a trade in a security, a key moment is when the payment
and the asset are exchanged. The CSD arranges the change of ownership and the transfer of
securities and cash on behalf of each side.
Features should allow Participants to take advantage of:
 Real-time settlement (on trade date if required), allowing Participants to monitor and
manage transactions in real time throughout the day
 Delivery versus Payment (DvP) in central bank money, ensuring the simultaneous
transfer of securities to the buyer and payment to the seller, eliminating the risk of
paying a counterparty and not receiving the asset being bought transfer of full legal
title at the point of settlement for all registered securities, including government
bonds, generally through a direct holding model and transparency of name on the
legal register
 Securities borrowing/lending and collateral management facilities to support funding
and liquidity management, with real-time trading and settlement of collateral
management operations
 Full participation in corporate actions through a direct relationship with the issuer or
agent
Solid cash management
On joining the CSD, a Participant needs to choose a Settlement (payment) Bank to provide
intra-day credit for all settlement activity. The CSD provides a cash memorandum account,
detailing the net balance of payments made and received at any time during the course of
the settlement day. Settlement takes place between the Settlement banks across the books
of the Central Bank.
Comprehensive corporate actions processing
 Corporate actions processing has evolved significantly in recent years with many CSDs
now providing for paperless/seamless corporate actions processing.
 Issuers and their agents can use the CSD systems for all corporate actions.
 Registrars can deliver securities and/ or cash directly to CSD Participants.
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Participants can accept elective events by delivering securities and/or cash to a
registrar.
Participants can often receive automated dividend and interest payments directly into
cash memorandum accounts, as well as electronic tax vouchers and can make
dividend elections electronically.

The detail and extent of services required in both the interim and longer term should be
analyzed carefully and with the strategic intent of the NSSMC protected and enhanced.
Flexible collateral management and securities lending
Many CSDs provide a number of collateral management facilities, allowing Participants to give
and receive securities as collateral against the creation of a cash payment. Enhanced features
include intra-day mark-to-market and substitutions functionality.
Some also offer the ability to borrow and lend securities using stock loans. The CSD needs to
be able to process and update loan valuations on a daily basis and with the provision of sameday settlement, allows Participants to arrange, execute and settle borrowing needs with
speed and efficiency.
Transaction reporting
CSDs can provide transaction reporting allowing Participants to fulfil their reporting
responsibilities whilst allowing CSDs to provide commercial value add services.
CSD Services and Requirements
Services
Requirements
Account
Open and maintain different account types: owner, nominee, trustee,
Management foreign nominee, trading, treasury, clearing
Support segregated accounts
Registration Registration and issuance of securities
and Issuance Technical registration and issuance of all types of securities: state
of securities authority’s bonds (MoF), corporate bonds, IPOs, SPOs
ISIN and CFI generation
Safekeeping Safekeeping of all types of securities (domestic and issued abroad) Separate
of securities safekeeping and collective physical safekeeping
Securities
Securities settlement and instructions to NBU’s Payment system for cash
settlement
settlement in central bank money
DVP settlements
Flexible settlement cycle (from T+0 to T+n)
Mandatory
Execution of all mandatory corporate actions (income payments, early
Corporate
redemption, securities conversions, bonus issues, split-offs,
actions
reorganizations)
Automatic calculation, execution and distribution of interest, coupon and
bond factor corporate actions; automatic calculation of dividends,
stock/reverse split
Advising on expected income, redemption and other payments
Full management of partial and total securities redemption
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Voluntary
Corporate
actions

Offering voluntary corporate actions (proxy voting, share repurchase,
acquisitions by issuing company, etc.)
Automatic calculation, execution and distribution of stock buybacks/repurchase offers, DRIPs
Pro-active general meeting monitoring on a 24/7 basis and electronic voting
through the System (e-proxy voting)
Enquiries and Comprehensive reporting and on-line enquiry facilities allowing all
Reporting
participants to make a broad range of requests for the purpose of
monitoring their positions, tuning System functionality, managing intra-day
liquidity, etc.
Participants must be able to obtain information from the System either by
file transfer or web-interface

Securities Clearing
Through novation/open offer, a CCP substitutes itself for all counterparties that use its
services, becoming the buyer to each seller and seller to each buyer, thus assuming
counterparty risk for its Clearing Members and ensuring settlement of trades in the event of
Clearing Member failure. Processing also ensures anonymity for all parties from the onset of
a trade through clearing and settlement thereafter. A comprehensive post trade service will
provide clearing and settlement services for members including all aspects of the post trade
lifecycle in partnership with the CSD. Consideration should also be given to providing a
clearing and settlement service for over-the-counter (OTC) cash equities trades.
As an example of the benefits available to members from a fully functioning Securities CCP,
the DTCC’s equities clearing subsidiary, National Securities Clearing Corporation (NSCC) net
trades and payments reducing the value of payments that need to be exchanged by an
average of 98% each day. This dramatically increases the efficiency of U.S. markets by
reducing capital requirements and overall risk. On March 3, 2020, which was one of the
largest transaction value days on record for the NSCC, the value of shares moving through the
system exceeded $3.51 trillion; however, the actual dollar value requiring final money
settlement was reduced over 98%, to $80.3 billion.
A full range of CCP services will include novation/open offer, gross trade netting, risk
management and settlement.
A comprehensive CCP service should include:
 Trade receipt & validation
 Trade transformation and novation / open offer
 Trade & settlement netting
 Position management
 Settlement services (with direct CCP account at the CSD)
 Risk management
 Default management
 Reporting
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Risk Management
As detailed in the previous sections, risk management is a critical aspect of the service
provision and a detailed framework will be required. Recognizing the different asset class,
margin methodology will differ from that of a derivatives house, but similar considerations
apply.
As set out in EMIR, margin requirements should cover the losses in a portfolio in at least 99%
of all cases. Furthermore, EMIR requires that a CCP considers a number of factors when
determining whether a 99% level is sufficient, or should be increased. The liquidation period
used by European equity clearing houses for its margin calculations is usually three days 31.

Lines of Defense and Default Waterfall
A CCPs risk model and framework must consider the plausible sources of market/credit risk,
both internal and external, and must define appropriate systems, policies, procedures and
controls to mitigate their impact.
A standard model will consist of many layers:
1. Member requirements – only authorized firms, subject to minimum capital
requirements may join as a Clearing Member.
2. Collateral (including a Default Fund Contribution) – Clearing Members meet margin
requirements on their portfolio by depositing collateral.
3. Skin in the game – NewCo CCP will need to use its dedicated own resources before
using the Default Fund contributions of non-defaulting Clearing Members.
4. Default Fund – in the event that a Clearing Member is declared to be in default
5. Pro rata additional contributions from all non-defaulting Clearing Members (NewCo
CCP will need to define a policy for additional contributions – Recovery and Resolution
requirements). A common standard is two additional contributions on a pro-rata basis
in proportion to the amount of the Members contributions to cover any such
remaining losses.
Layer 1 provides assurance that all Clearing Members are reputable and authorized to operate
as a Clearing Member.
Layer 2 provides assurance that the portfolio of the Clearing Member can be liquidated in the
event of a default under normal or mildly extreme circumstances without additional costs to
the non-defaulting Clearing Members.
Layer 3 ensures that the CCP is incentivized to have conservative participation requirements
and ensures a robust risk management framework.
Layer 4 provides assurance that, in the event that circumstances become extreme, there will
still be sufficient funds to cover a potential default.
Layer 5 provides additional assurance in addition to the financial resources. The financial
resources (layers 2, 3 and 4) should together be sufficient to withstand the stress tests. Layer
5 is therefore to be considered as a recovery tool rather than part of the financial resources.

31

Overview - EuroCCP – Pan European Equities Clearing House
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Central Securities Depository (CSD) and Central Bank Connectivity
Direct Access - Wherever possible NewCo CCP should be a direct CSD and Central Bank
participant with its own account. Such participation allows for settlement in Central bank
money and more efficient and operationally effective settlement processes.
CSD Power of Attorney - A CSD Power of Attorney (CSD POA) enables a CCP to manage the
settlement obligations on behalf of Clearing Members at the CSD. In order to provide this
service, Clearing Participant and its Settlement Agent must sign authorization documents
which enables the CCP to send the settlement instructions to the CSD on the Clearing
Member’s behalf for settlements between the Clearing Members’ Settlement Agent and the
CCP.
Funding - Each business day, NewCo CCP would calculate the minimum funding requirements
for settlement at the CSD. Actual funding requirements would be monitored directly in the
CSD’s system during the day and additional funds transferred if required.
For example:
The CSD may set a minimum settlement funding amount and at the start of each settlement
day, the funds would be transferred from NewCo’s Central Bank account to NewCo’s
settlement account at the CSD which would allow DvP and RvP settlement within the CSD. At
the end of each settlement day, any surplus funds would be (automatically) transferred back
to NewCo CCPs account at the Central Bank.
Pre-Settlement Matching - Wherever possible, Pre-Settlement Matching should be
automated within the CSD as soon as both instructions are instructed.
Buy-ins – As the CCP is the legal counterparty to each trade, it has a responsibility, wherever
possible, to honor the original rights or entitlements resulting from the trades. As a result,
CCPs have a process called Buy ins when one of the parties involved fails to meet its
settlement obligations. Through this mechanism, delivery is forced through acquisition in the
market or the transaction is cashed out. In all circumstances, the failing counterparty is
charged. For those fails targeted for buy-in, the CCP will cancel the settlement instructions
for the fail(s) being bought in on execution date. The CCP will calculate final proceeds based
on price and quantity, any execution or settlement agent fees and other costs. If the buy-in is
not executed (for example, it may be an illiquid stock), the CCP may close out the fail for cash
compensation.
A CCP should provide its Clearing Members with a daily “Fail” report, which should provide
Clearing Members with details of any failed settlement obligations and the respective buy-in
dates. This allows a Clearing Member to easily identify when securities will be required to
ensure timely settlement and preferably prevent a buy-in.
CSD Auto Cancelation - CSDs should have provisions to cancel an open matched transaction
that remains outstanding for a specified number of days after the contracted settlement date.
When cancelled by the CSD the CCP will update its books and records to reflect the cancelled
obligations and issue new deliver instructions to the CSD for matching, and Members will be
obliged to ensure those new transactions are matched in a timely fashion.
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Note that most securities are bought in or closed out before the aged fail reaches the autocancel date at the CSD.
Direct Debit – A CCP striving for full operational efficiency should also have the ability to
utilize a Direct Debit cash collection facility. This further enhances the operational and risk
process between the CCP and its Clearing Members. The Direct Debit functionality allows
Members to have their cash obligations instructed directly to their cash Correspondent Banks.
The benefit of this service is to allow for an STP process of cash payments related to their
operational and risk activities.

Delivery versus Payment and Settlement Cycles T+0, T+1, T+2
Attaining industry standards and recommendations is a key driver or component of most, if
not all, FMI business and infrastructure upgrades. However, nowhere is it written, that one
should not exceed industry standards. The T+2 standard settlement cycle is indeed one of
these. As with most standards that evolve through the years, market practice and business
processes sometimes go faster than the evolution of the standard and although many global
markets are working on a T+2 basis today – it is a reasonable question to ask how long the
T+2 standard will actually remain a standard.
Although the US market only migrated from T+3 to T+2 in the last couple of years, they too
are now considering the benefits of moving to T+1. A CCP’s risk mitigation removes the
settlement risk members have to each other (counterparty risk) and mitigates risk for the
global financial marketplace by ensuring that a single firm’s default does not spread into a
market-wide contagion. A CCP’s rules-based margin requirements manage risk and protect
not only the CCP and its Clearing Members, but all securities investors. Time to settlement
equals counterparty risk, and margin requirements, which are designed to mitigate those
risks, represent cost to members. It is argued that the most logical way to reduce the risks
that drive margin requirements is to shorten the settlement cycle. Modelling to date suggests
margin could potentially be reduced by 30 -40% by moving to T+1 and without any other
changes in client behavior32.
Interestingly, T+0 settlement (where there is functioning price discovery and transparency
and orderly trading markets) is rejected for all the reasons Ukraine experiences in practice
today. With a functioning pre trade environment – managing the post trade settlement on
T+0 is deemed to be a step too far by many market commentators.
Challenges with Predictive Financing: One of the significant barriers to T+0 is that it does not
allow for predictive financing needs of clients. In other words, clients generally will not know
their financing needs for a given day until trading has stopped – which means securing endof-day funds, or determining intraday investment amounts, will be difficult and excessively
expensive.
Challenges with Reconciliations: T+0 would necessitate the development of real-time
reconciliation process and real-time stock records. Such records would also be needed to fully
understand securities lending and borrowing requirements, which could further exacerbate
32

A Different Approach to Accelerating Settlement and Reducing Risk | DTCC Thought Leadership
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financing concerns as many clients use securities lending as a financing tool in developed
markets.
Loss of Risk-Mitigation and Liquidity Benefits of Netting: Real-time settlement eliminates
netting and financing opportunities because it requires that all transactions be funded on a
transaction-by-transaction basis. With real-time settlement, the entire industry – clients,
brokers, investors – loses the liquidity and risk-mitigating benefit of netting, which is
particularly critical during times of heightened volatility and volume.
Increased Fails: Without the benefit of netting, the total number of transactions to be settled
would soar and the number of failed transactions is also likely to increase.
Loss of CCP Trade Guaranty: Implementing real-time gross settlement would require that all
transactions be paid in full by investors, with cash in hand and securities owned for each
transaction at the moment of execution. This means investors would need to have complete
confidence in their trading partner to make good on the transaction even though that person
would be anonymous to them.

Conclusion
Ukraine is at a cross roads in the development of its post trade infrastructure and although
developments in other markets can be both inciteful and educational, not all ’deemed
progress’ will be appropriate to the Ukrainian market. Recognizing the current state of
development, Ukraine will be well placed to implement key, risk mitigating, central,
interconnected infrastructures, developing the trading environment and ensuring a
settlement cycle that significantly increases the safety and security of the current processes.
T+1 is worthy balance between real time settlement and extended settlement cycles in a
market where everything is prefunded.
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Section B: SWIFT ISO20022
What is ISO 20022?
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) first published ISO 20022, a global
standard for payments messaging, in 2004. This standard creates a common language for
payments data across the globe, enabling faster processing and improved reconciliation.
Individual standards remain commonplace in many markets, with SWIFT messaging
established as the common standard for cross-border payments. Payment systems based on
different standards means a lack of interoperability and poses a barrier to data automation
capabilities. In many cases, payments are converted at payment gateways, often leading to
the loss of relevant information. In instances where internal bank processing is not based on
data-rich formats, information often has to be truncated and, after processing, once again
enriched.
The decision by major central banks as well as SWIFT to migrate to ISO 20022 therefore marks
a major breakthrough in standardization efforts. With the global introduction of ISO 20022
standards for cross-border payments, a common basis has been introduced allowing data rich
transmission which has previously not been possible under current message standards (a lack
of information and message granularity). Adoption of ISO 20022 promises a future where
banks and their clients can effect payments far more efficiently and economically.
Information from payer to beneficiary will flow seamlessly with full data content, meaning
greater customer satisfaction and an improved digital fulfilment of compliance requirements.
ISO 20022 has already been adopted for payments in more than 70 countries, replacing MT
or domestic proprietary formats. Over the next few years, as the Eurosystem (TARGET2), EBA
(EURO1), Federal Reserve (Fedwire), The Clearing House (CHIPS), the Bank of England
(CHAPS), the RTGS’s in Hong Kong (HKICL) and Singapore switch to ISO 20022, the standard
will dominate high-value payments, enabling more than 80% of the volume and 87% of the
high-value transactions worldwide.

Why is this Standard important to Ukraine?
Any payment system requires a messaging standard, i.e., a common set of rules for
exchanging relevant payment information in order to enable efficient communication with
participants and related infrastructures.
Messaging standards cover such things as:
 How senders and receivers identify each other;
 How key properties of a payment message, such as currency, amount and value date,
are represented; and
 What additional information can be included alongside settlement data, and in what
format, to enable onward transport and processing of the payment.
First published in 2004 by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), ISO 20022
is a globally-agreed and managed method for creating financial messaging standards which
has the following key features:
 Open Standard: Specifications are freely available; development is open and the
standard can continually evolve to meet users’ needs.
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Network Agnostic: The syntax (language) can be read by a wide number of computer
operating systems.
Increased data carrying capacity and improved structure: It allows better
identification of the originators and end beneficiaries of payment instructions, better
understanding of the purpose of a payment, and avoiding data truncation when
sending messages.

What are the Opportunities?
ISO 20022 migration is not regulatory mandated, yet it should be used as an opportunity to
implement a robust and future-capable standardization strategy benefitting all market
participants. First and foremost, ISO 20022 allows for the introduction of new data
components, meaning far richer information can be transmitted alongside the transaction in
comparison to existing formats. This, in turn, increases transparency of the payment and
supports financial institutions with their task of guaranteeing secure payments processing and
conforming to compliance regulations. Further, it will allow banks to offer an enhanced
customer service, with the provision of rich payment data allowing digital (straight-through
processing; STP) reconciliation.









Flexibility: ISO 20022 can adapt more easily than current messaging standards. So it’s
more responsive to changes in the economy, emerging technologies and innovation.
Harmonization: Over 70 countries have already adopted ISO 20022, so messages will
be harmonized with payment systems around the world.
Compliance and regulation: Richer data will make it easier for businesses to detect
fraud and help target financial crime.
Resilience: ISO 20022 will be used across many payment systems. This improves
resilience by allowing re-routing of messages which reduces the impact of outages on
users.
Enriched data: More data can be carried. It enables more detailed and better
structured reference information.
Competition and innovation: More flexibility means more competition and
innovation in the financial sector. Better data may lead to product innovation.
Straight-through processing: Less need for banks to make manual interventions.
Potentially fewer delays for the end customer.
Analytics: Enriched data will improve analytics. More efficient data collection may
improve the decision making.

Recent Key Drivers increasing the Demand for the Adoption of ISO 20022
These include:
 Payment migration: Securities players will need to adopt ISO 20022 for some of their
payments flows
 Regulation: In addition to a call for an increase in transparency, some bodies (e.g.,
ESMA) are stipulating that the only permissible way to report transactions to the
National Competent Authorities is to use ISO 20022
 Market Infrastructures: Many market infrastructure firms offer, or have plans to offer,
ISO 20022 to their participants. This may incentivize custodian banks, brokers and
asset managers to adopt this standard and offer its capability to their own customers
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New technology: There is growing adoption of APIs and DLT across the securities
industry. Without a common standard, and a data dictionary, there is a risk of further
market fragmentation
Translation risks: When ISO 20022 is converted to ISO 15022 - and vice versa - data
may be truncated or incorrectly translated
The cost of co-existence: There is an inherent cost and risk in the industry of having to
maintain multiple syntaxes and protocols.

However, as with any migration, the foreseeable challenges and costs should be considered
before a decision is taken. Participants will need to ask themselves a number of questions
including:





Business Case: What is the business case, keeping in mind the number of internal
systems that are impacted?
Timing: Does it make sense given the changes that are being made for the adoption of
ISO 20022 in payments?
Ecosystem Impact: What is the impact on the ecosystem? Are domestic and crossborder markets migrating? Will they pursue the same approach and timeline?
Innovation: Will ISO 20022 enable you to innovate and offer new services to clients?

Market Infrastructures and ISO20022
Most of the largest securities market infrastructures in the Americas, EMEA and APAC regions
are already offering ISO 20022 messaging to their participants in some business areas. Some
are also renewing legacy systems across business lines to use the latest standard. The scale
of adoption within this segment has provided an incentive for the direct participants of these
infrastructures, including custodians and brokers, to adopt ISO 20022 and to offer it to their
own clients. TARGET2-Securities (T2S) chose to adopt ISO 20022 for settlement and
reconciliation in 2008, based on guidance from the European Central Bank and, as a result,
European CSDs use this standard to communicate with T2S. In the US, DTCC has completely
reengineered its corporate actions processing to leverage the ISO 20022 messaging standard.
SMIs in the major Asia Pacific markets, (including Japan, Australia, Singapore and Hong Kong)
have also adopted ISO 20022 standards for either settlement, corporate actions or both.
Although intermediaries in the investment chain currently use a mix of ISO 20022 and ISO
15022 standards for their business processes, the need for greater harmonization and the
cost of co-existence could incentivize these firms to decide to move more of their business to
ISO 20022. Eventually, this decision may also facilitate the adoption of ISO 20022 across the
entire securities chain, including brokers and buy-side institutions. In February 2020, the
Eurosystem’s Advisory Group on Market Infrastructures for Securities and Collateral (AMISeCo), which brings together a wide group of Banks, CSDs, CCPs and Central Banks active in
the European Union, published ‘The 10th T2S Harmonization Progress Report’33. In order to
harmonize business processes/workflows for post trade activities, including Collateral
Management, AMI-SeCo is working towards the development of a Single Collateral
Management Rulebook for Europe (SCoRE). AMI-Seco has defined a roadmap to support this

33

Harmonisation of European securities settlement and collateral management arrangements (europa.eu)
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strategy, and has agreed to adopt ISO 20022 messages for triparty collateral management by
November 2022.
Regulation
Regulatory requirements continue to be a driver for change and for adoption of common
standards to comply with the increased demands for transparency within financial services,
including the requirements to undertake transaction reporting. The regulatory demand for
increased transparency has been a consistent feature, emanating from several European
regulations. These include EMIR, MiFID2/MiFIR, CSDR and SFTR - all of which promote the
adoption of common international standards. ESMA has stipulated in several regulations
(EMIR, MiFID2/MiFIR, CSDR, SFTR, etc.) that ISO 20022 is the only acceptable format of the
National Competent Authorities (NCA). For example, in the forthcoming SFTR (Securities
Financing Transactions Regulation), ESMA is mandating that all the reporting ‘by all actors
without exceptions’ is submitted to the Trade Repositories using ISO 20022 compliant
messages.
In addition to transaction reporting, the latest European reports on Environment, Social,
Governance in requirements such as SRD II and ESG - being introduced to promote and
facilitate the transparency and participation of shareholders in corporate governance via
general meetings (proxy voting) and shareholder disclosure. Only recently we have seen that
the new requirements to be introduced in SRD II and ESG directives will only be supported by
ISO 20022 messages.
ISO 20022 also plays an important role in the CSD Regulation (CSDR). CSDR harmonizes the
conduct of securities settlement, providing a set of measures to prevent and address
settlement fails including the introduction of a penalty mechanism to incentivize timely
settlement and reporting of failures. T2S will also include a common penalty engine that
calculates the penalties and reports to the CSDs using a new ISO 20022 message. CSDs will be
required to send monthly and annual settlement fail reports to their NCA in an ISO 20022
message format.
Whilst many of the regulatory changes discussed above have a European focus, these affect
all securities players active in the EU. The challenge to achieve transparency, efficiency and
consistency remains a truly international objective promoted by the G20 and the Financial
Stability Board. As regulators adopt a more harmonized approach in the development of
regulatory requirements, it is likely that the role of ISO 20022 in this endeavor will become
more prominent.

International Standards supporting the Development of FMIs
The move to global standards for payment messaging is driving change and delivering benefits
internationally. Recognizing the progress already achieved in developing Ukraine’s’ financial
market infrastructure, taking advantage of ISO 20022 hand in hand with enhancing the
structure and application of DvP across the market infrastructure would deliver
comprehensive benefits to both market operators and Participants.
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For the market operator/Central Bank, the implementation of ISO20022 will deliver benefits
across its roles – as the operator of SEP and the RTGS infrastructure, in pursuing its financial
stability objective, and in supporting wider Ukraine public policy objectives.
(i) Increasing resilience and reducing risk (drivers 1, 2, and 3 below): The introduction of
uniform data formats and structures to the fragmented landscape in the Ukraine will help
ensure payments can be redirected between payment systems should operational disruption
occur. New data requirements will ensure the Central Bank and the NSSMC have greater
oversight of the payments most critical to system wide stability. And the new messaging
standard will also be able to carry more data allowing accurate insight into the parties utilizing
payment systems, and improving financial crime detection.
(ii) Improving Ukrainian productivity and outcomes for users of payments (drivers 4, 5, and
6): The introduction of an aligned standard will reduce barriers to entry for payment service
providers, encouraging competition and innovation in payment services, and is expected to
enable innovative value-add services to be developed for end-users. It is part of an
international framework that aims to reduce frictions in cross-border payments, improving
speeds and reducing costs for users of such services. And the universal application of ISO
20022 in business and banking processes can drive automation in a variety of functions from
payment initiation through to invoice reconciliation.
(iii) Enabling organizations and policy makers to take more informed and effective decisions
(driver 7 below): the capacity of ISO 20022 to carry richer data will help ensure the users of
payment systems receive better services; it will support greater competition in the provision
of value-added services across payment service providers; and is a resource to ensure
policymaking is effective and timely. Widespread and consistent adoption of ISO 20022 can
ensure each stakeholder group maximizes the returns to the richer data on offer.
Market Infrastructure: Key drivers and benefits of moving to ISO 20022

PFMI
Principle 22: Communication Procedures and Standards. An FMI should use, or at a minimum
accommodate, relevant internationally accepted communication procedures and standards in
order to facilitate efficient payment, clearing, settlement, and recording.
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SWIFT is the ‘go to’ international standard adopted by FMIs to instruct cash and security
transactions:
 to Settlement and Concentration Banks (primarily daily margin cash calls/returns);
 to Custodians, where Members choose to use non-cash Collateral; and
 to cash investment agents for both instructions and reconciliations.
It is opportune in light of the Ukrainian Capital Markets Strategy to adopt the most up to
date market standard, ISO 20022.
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Section C: Key Considerations when Procuring Technology
Functional Requirements
Extensibility and customization are critical characteristics when examining the ‘beauty
parade’ of technology offerings. Vendors often have low-price initial purchase proposals but
then customization i.e., “change requests” are expensive and require prioritization against
other vendor customers and/or have to wait for future new system releases.
One of the most powerful advantages of any market infrastructure technology is the ability
to tailor it rapidly in almost unlimited ways to fulfil specific business needs.
Customizing can generally be accomplished by, for example:
 Configuring variables to tune the business functions to match business models
 Selecting specific business domains and/or setting access controls on business
functions
 Adding new functions (for example, risk algorithms, instruments, and life cycle events)
as plug-ins - regardless of the developer
 Adding completely new business functions in the clearing code
Detailed examples and walkthroughs should be required of any vendor.
Care on promises by vendors - Vendors should be explicit on what’s in the product now, future
releasees (when?), not on the radar screen. What do you pay for and what comes for free as
a general product upgrade?
Total cost of ownership is critical – simply put – does the system work as it is being
demonstrated – or are there additional sources of costs to be considered (other modules that
are required to drive the system).
Integration of the system with the current or enhanced ecosystem will also bring cost for both
parties. Vendors need to be specific on their integration costs.
Non-Functional Requirements - Platform Principles
There are a number of competing demands on a Post Trade platform, and it is recommended
to identify systems where performance is appropriately segregated from business functions.
The platform needs to be able to handle messaging, persist data and publish and subscribe
messages independent of the operation and timing of business processes for example running
end of day without impact.
Such segregation allows the platform to be used for other high-performance transaction
systems.
Any Platform must provide customers with the advantages they need to maintain a high
performance, cost effective, and completely reliable clearing venue that will easily keep pace
as business volumes increase.
Cyber Resilience
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Failings in cyber resilience is a critical business risk for CCPs and explicit guidance has been
issued by the Bank for International Settlement34. The vendor should demonstrate a thorough
understanding in its product of the importance of cyber resilience, specifically the CPMIIOSCO guidelines on cyber resilience for financial market infrastructures. This applies to
functional and non-functional requirements.
High Throughput Design Features:
- Streamlining transaction processing— how does the solution process – does the
solution use a true one-to-many broadcasting / deferred writes that use memorycached disks and multithreading or similar
- Partitioning—the more transactions handled by a partition, the greater the risk for
queue scenarios and increased latency - partitioning the load prevents overloading
- Fast disk backup or similar - guaranteeing transaction consistency and redundancy
with transactions safely stored.
Cost Effectiveness
- Run on commodity hardware and software and standard communication protocols.
- No specialized and expensive hardware or software required
- Limited if no third-party software required – Platform should include all software
needed for messaging, redundancy, and data storage, with limited if any need of any
third-party solution.
- Open client connectivity architecture supporting industry standard protocols such as
FIX and SWIFT.
Reliability
- Platform should be able to run 24 hours a day 7 days a week. With periodic, short
housekeeping intervals and the infrastructure should support a fully redundant
solution to ensure uninterrupted service.
- No single point of failure – deployment configuration
- Hot standby
- Automatic failover – must facilitate safe, automated and seamless failover, eliminating
the risk of potentially fatal "split-brain" scenarios.
- Transaction integrity – once a transaction has been acknowledged by the Platform, it
must be guaranteed to be processed and never lost.
- Support for disaster recovery site—a typical system setup consists of a primary and a
secondary system deployed at two different sites.
- The sites can be placed far from each other, eliminating the need for a dedicated
disaster recovery site. This provides a less complex and more cost-effective solution.
The only limiting factor is the network latency.
- Solid verification—the architecture must facilitate cost effective testing of business
application code. Processing should be fully deterministic, which makes it possible to
rerun old production transaction logs as part of the regression testing that precedes a
release.
- Recovery mechanism—all received transactions should be stored in a manner that
allows access at both primary and secondary sites. If a catastrophic failure occurs in
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which both sites go down, the recovery logs must be accessible to be replayed to
recover the state prior to the failure.
Extensibility
The Platform must have an open design that allows customizations and extensions to be
included swiftly in a controlled manner without risk.
The approach should consist of:
- Extensible reference data models (which can be shared)
- Various types of plug-ins or similar, for example Instrument plug-ins that define the
attributes, behavior and life cycle of instruments and/or risk-algorithm plug-ins that
implement margin requirement algorithms or contain connectors to external margin
requirement calculation systems
- Functionality that enables the solution to be scaled without code changes
- Framework for quickly developing gateways to legacy and other external systems
- Market standard message protocols
Interfaces to External Systems
CCP solutions must be able to communicate with external systems that use different
protocols, for example, market-data vendor systems and legacy systems. Detailed
consideration should be given to any Platform’s ease of integrating with other systems.
Preferably, these connections should not have to be developed from scratch. An ability to
utilize protocol “stubs” to which the protocol of the legacy system can be ‘plugged in’ can be
extremely advantageous. This means that only the protocol handling of the external system
and the protocol mapping need to be developed and tested.
In examining the current ecosystem and integration requirements, the many different
interfaces and connectivity’s must be considered:
-

Trading Platforms
Members
Legacy and new settlement system
Market data e.g., Reuters and Bloomberg
Reference data e.g., legal entity data, derivatives/securities data, corporate actions,
pricing, indexes and holiday calendars

In most cases, a set of gateways (or similar) is required to interface to market information
services and often supported by FIX or other market standard protocols.
System Design & Operational Reliability
An FMI is subject to higher standards (resilience, availability etc.) than other market
participants. Regulators and central authorities expect FMIs to be able to cope with “extreme
but plausible” circumstances. Therefore, vendors need to demonstrate this capability and
understanding in their products and just as importantly, the people who will be on the project
and the vendor work methods.
NewCo CCP IT systems need to be designed to ensure maximum resilience and availability
through multiple layers of redundancy. Given the importance of resiliency to FMIs, CCPs
generally structure data centers and network infrastructures based on two geographically
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separate data centers. Each data center will contain redundant hardware for all key
components and the CCP system is designed to operate across both data centers, ensuring
that data and processes are maintained in near real time across both facilities.
NewCo CCP will need to define key non-functional requirements, including capacity. Average
minimum capacity is three times the daily peak of matched trade volume. Overall capacity
management is critical and recognizing the capital markets strategy, the growth expected
across the market with the introduction of new financial market infrastructure and support,
volume capacity must be studied in detail and system requirements discussed at the outset
with any potential providers.
The vendor should demonstrate capability in terms of total volumes processed, throughput
speed, and capacity in average and peak conditions. Their response should enable you to
obtain a clear understanding of how the cost curve operates as business expands (i.e.,
hardware, software)
NewCo CCP’s primary operational objective must be to ensure that the system is available for
the provision of clearing services from opening to close of the business day on each clearing
day and that system recovery can be achieved within a defined period of time following a
disruption to its critical functions35.

Addressing the Post Trade Challenges
Although the post-trade ecosystem is seen as the ‘plumbing/central nervous system’ of
financial services, mainly hidden but crucial, its role in ensuring the industry’s health has made
it key to global post-crisis regulatory reforms. Globally, firms have had to deal with over a
decade of rapid regulatory changes and the significant operational costs these incur. In
parallel, they have also been coming to terms with the realities of shrinking margins and the
need to both increase efficiencies and work towards a more sustainable business model
across the board. A recent study by Deloitte36 concluded that a standard blueprint for the
entire post-trade lifecycle would significantly reduce these inefficiencies, but warned that real
digital transformation was only possible via common underlying standards.
An opportunity now exists in the Ukraine, to take advantage of lessons learnt globally and
benefit from a technology investment at the center which will drive post-trade
transformation across the financial markets value chain. Assuming the appropriate legal and
regulatory supporting structures are in place, the improvements that can be attained are
demonstrated in three key areas:
 data – the difficulty with getting post-trade data, data management and reporting of
relevant data to regulators, clients and across the financial institution itself, on time
and in the right format
 risk and regulatory – post-trade regulatory and risk management demands are
draining from a resource and cost perspective, and
 technology – many post-trade functions use legacy technology where updating is
costly and needs an understanding of solutions available.
35
36
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Underlying all of these is the constant challenge of managing costs and doing more with less.
Given the current and most pressing post-trade challenges, consideration must be given to
what can be done to ensure its future resiliency and ability to perform the functions vital to
the growth of the industry as a whole.
1. Accessing Best-in-Breed Technologies: From a data perspective, firms need to be able
to report securely and as required by the regulators, provide data to clients and across
their own firms. Centralizing and standardizing reference data and nomenclature
allows firms to improve their data flow and their understanding of the whole posttrade data ecosystem. Organizations that strive to find efficiencies or standardize their
process across the front, middle and back offices reduce their costs because the need
for translations for example is taken out of the process. It allows an institution to
provide standardized data across the ecosystem, streamlining reporting internally and
to external recipients – clients and or regulators. Removing a significant operational
overhead, whilst providing key data simply and securely allows players in the value
chain, front, middle and back office to manage trading, liquidity and cash flows in a
more efficient manner for the institution and clients.
2. Improving operational and workflow efficiencies: As well as the issues from legacy
technologies and data reporting, financial institutions are becoming increasingly
aware of the impact of operational and workflow inefficiencies across all post-trade
functions. Recent research published by Asana37 found that workers around the world
generally spent more than 60% of their time acting essentially as a ‘human API’, with
most of their time spent on emails or excel spreadsheets. This drain on productivity
has a big impact on the costs and overheads of those operating in post-trade, where
there are generally lower levels of automation than in other areas of the financial
markets. Straight through processing and removing the need for manual intervention
and re-entering data reduces the significant operational risk associated with such
unnecessary manual interventions. New technology at the core can improve the data
sets and infrastructure to create extra functionality, improve reporting and streamline
settlement.
3. Adopting more standardization and greater collaboration: The introduction of a CCP
and the necessary standards that come with its operation requires a high degree of
collaboration from the market participants. It is an opportunity to come together and
create a central solution where participants can take advantage of new core
infrastructures and streamline their business interface to reduce risk and in parallel
increase their market activity and efficiency.
4. Automating more: Firms across the post-trade space will be eager to explore ways to
exploit their technology spend over and above enabling compliance. In many cases,
aspects of the regulatory requirements (Clearing and use of a CCP) are complementary
with achieving greater efficiency. For markets to function well they need a level of
trust, someone to take the responsibility when things go wrong, who will set the rules
about who can and can’t be part of the network and what the requirements are to
37
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join it, and who will monitor and manage the risks. Running a CCP involves a lot more
than just running a technical infrastructure – it superimposes standards and business
processes which enhance efficiency and decreases operational risk. It has the
potential to transform areas where there’s no automation today. With so many posttrade functions being interconnected, improvements can often have a positive knockon effect on other operational aspects as well. For example, improved data analysis
and handling is also central to creating more robust risk management processes and
can significantly improve reporting quality, while greater automation provides
significant cost savings as well as removes a significant source of risk created by
manual processes and human error. Firms need to think clearly and have the right
policies and relationships in place to drive an effective programme of transformation.
5. Utilizing the cloud: Post-trade infrastructures and clients have started to embrace
cloud technology in a way which was unthinkable only two or three years ago.
Adopting a credible cloud-based solution means data exchange can become a
candidate for transformation. The ideal post-trade architecture should offer quick
data availability in a complete form. This gives greater flexibility, which in turn can act
as a catalyst for quicker change implementation and lets firms plug new components
or managed services in – and out – very quickly. Tools that allow you to improve data
flow, to speed it up or make it less error-prone and to get control around it through
defined workflow, audit trails, and proper controls of who can do what, dramatically
improves the client experience. While new technologies can be enablers, it must be
managed closely given the post-trade sector is not only systemically important and
highly regulated, but also uniquely complex.

The financial market in Ukraine has an opportunity to improve efficiencies across their entire
suite of post-trade functions. By considering the three core pain points above – data collection
and analysis, improving risk and reporting and having the right technology to reduce the
number of manual processes and build for the future – the introduction of a CCP can be the
catalyst for change and firms can make significant strides towards addressing many of their
inefficiencies and significantly reduce the risk and costs they are incurring.
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Section D: Distributed Ledger Technology
Despite decades of technological advances, global capital markets remain characterized by
fragmented and siloed networks, with limited interoperability between them. Reconciliation
between systems requires extra, sometimes manual, steps. Many processes across the
financial ecosystem continue to be prone to error and high costs. This applies to public
markets but even more acutely to private markets.
As a consequence, a consensus across the global financial ecosystem is potentially emerging:
digitized financial assets and distributed ledger technology (DLT) platforms which aim to
substantially improve transparency of information, automation, distribution and, ultimately,
liquidity. Adoption of digital assets—assets and regulated financial securities that are
represented digitally and administered on digital platforms— is already expanding beyond
the first niche application of cryptocurrencies, with DLT removing many sources of
inefficiency.
Exchanges, banks, technology companies and other financial market firms are making
decisions about how to participate, building an economically attractive business model and
the required capabilities and partnerships. Postponing this decision comes with the risk of
losing strategic position as early movers gain share and replace or create new market
infrastructure roles.
Despite uncertainty around the relevant legislation, dominant technologies and
trustworthiness of some emerging firms in this space, it is anticipated that digital assets will
increasingly serve as substitutes for traditional financial products―not completely replacing
them but rather operating side by side for many years. In the near term, DLT platforms can
digitally represent traditional assets on a blockchain ledger to deliver more efficient
administration, such as in managing collateral and inroads are being made daily in issuance,
trading, settlement, transfer and custody, given current systems for private assets involve
expensive, manual tasks done by many intermediaries, resulting in cumbersome, duplicative
and opaque processes.

DLT: What is the Promise?
The last few years has seen a proliferation of experimentation by market infrastructure
operators and technology companies with Distributed Ledgers (DLT) and two related
technologies - Smart Contracts and Security Tokens.
In the immediate short term, these technologies offer the potential for substantial cost
efficiencies and risk reduction for capital & commodity markets (capital markets), their
operators and individual participants. In time, DLT will open up new asset classes, and specific
product development should generate new revenue opportunities.
More significantly in the medium to long term, wider adoption has the potential to radically
reshape current capital market ecosystems, creating both threats and opportunities for
Financial Market Infrastructures. Several commentators believe this could start to become
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much more of a reality within the next 3-5 years - well within most organizations planning
horizon.
What are these technologies?
It is not necessary for non-technologists to master the technical details underpinning DLT to
understand the market and commercial opportunities the technology offers. However, the
following key points are pertinent;


DLT is a combination of technologies, many of which are already established and
proven, such as cryptography, peer-to-peer networking and consensus algorithms.
These can be mixed in an operating model tailored for capital market use that
incorporates design decisions on who can access the ledger, public/proprietary data,
the operation of security tokens and smart contracts, and the levels of interaction and
integration with the ledger by users. In this way it can be seen that a capital markets
implementation of DLT should necessarily be very different to that of other adjacent
markets, such as Bitcoin.

All DLT technologies have common benefits, most importantly:
 Consensus – a “single version of the truth” is established that all users of the ledger
share.
 Efficiency – the number, complexity and duration of transactions, processes and
reconciliations are significantly reduced
 Trust – the decentralized system of data registry ensures transactions are
transparent, reliable and incorruptible
 Resilience – network operations and distributed data and transaction history
increases availability, reliability and recovery


Smart contracts are self-executing transactions, written in computer code and
performed in an automated way upon acknowledgement of a particular event.
Although termed “contracts” in practice their legal application will depend on
purpose, implementation and jurisdictional interpretation. This could range from “the
code is the contract” through to the code being merely a technical execution of
business logic framed legally outside of the system. Most powerful when used within
DLT, smart contracts can also operate within legacy technologies.



Security tokens represent entitlement to ownership of an asset. These could be digital
representations of existing traditional assets or newly created virtual or real assets.
Security token offerings (STOs) potentially open an innovative platform and ecosystem
allowing issuers to raise funds and investors to invest into the business projects. Until
recently, digital tokens mostly existed in the form of ledger entries in internal database
systems maintained by trusted third parties. DLT and smart contracts significantly
changes how assets can be issued and transferred digitally - markets, issuers and
investors can benefit from wider fund raising and investment opportunities, in
particular via enhancing liquidity.
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DLT, in common with other database technologies is comprised of a number of components,
including;





Infrastructure – processing capability, storage and network (the blockchain
backbone)
Protocols – rules driving security and consensus
Services – applications and functions (such as smart contracts and security tokens)
– This is the area which will contain most of the market specific processes and
intellectual property
Interfaces – standard API’s and other methods to connect to other technologies,
including legacy platforms

As the technology continues to mature, components such as a core blockchain ledger
application and APIs are being developed and provided by specialist providers. This can
further extend to using firms providing “blockchain as a service (BaaS)” - a managed service
allowing buyers to build blockchain applications and digital services on a distributed network
while the vendor supplies infrastructure and blockchain building tools, usually through cloudbased delivery.

Implications of DLT for Capital Markets and FMIs
Investor

Exchange
/Venue

Broker

CCP

Custodian

CSD

Data &
Process

Data &
Process

Data &
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Data &
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Data &
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Ledger

Ledger

Ledger

Ledger

Ledger

Ledger

Current Capital Markets Ecosystem
The current ecosystem in capital markets is complex. Multi-party workflows spanning across
market infrastructures and their member firms are required to deliver nearly every process
from trading, clearing, settlement, margin, collateral, asset servicing through to securities
lending. Each party has its own data model, and records a transaction on its own ledger.
Transactions and position updates are duplicated by each party who reconcile with each other
and the central FMI. Many processes are manual, time dependent, prone to error and rework.
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Future DLT Enabled Capital Markets Ecosystem
In a future, DLT enabled ecosystem, the ledger is shared by all parties as a single source of
truth. Each party enhances the data real-time as the transaction passes through the value
chain, with all parties seeing the updates as they occur. This largely removes the need for any
reconciliation, bilateral messaging or segregated data sources (although users will retain a
portion of proprietary, sensitive data off chain). Furthermore, the application of smart
contracts over the ledger would automate a significant element of transaction processing.
The opportunity to remove and remodel market and individual participant inefficiencies is
significant. ISDA estimates that post-trade savings in the derivative market through DLT and
standardization could be as high as 50 to 80 per cent of operational cost structures 38.
Current thought is that within capital markets, the ledger should be private (accessed only by
known, permissioned market participants), and permissioned access to the system and
potentially also and final consensus approval would be the responsibility of a trusted
operator. This is an ideal role for the market FMI, and could represent a significant business
opportunity.
There are several business opportunities within the capital market space:




Disruption – new businesses on a DLT foundation and/or the reshaping of the value
chain. Indeed, the business model may not be new.
Efficiency plays – improvements in transaction processing and tracking the
provenance of assets
Digital asset markets – new markets based on digital assets from nondigital bases
(physical and virtual)

38
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Record Keeping - record management by one entity, for self or a community

Risks and Challenges to Implementation?
Ultimately commercial outcomes will be the true measure of success. In common with similar
innovative connective technologies, several challenges are perceived to exist for a more
widespread adoption of DLT. These are as much related to non-technical considerations as
the core technologies themselves. Many of these will be resolved in the short to medium
term, particularly as “proof of value” and other initiatives that are currently in progress come
to delivery (see current trends below).


Confidence in DLT and resistance to change - perceived risks in early adoption,
implementation execution and likely disruption to existing industry practices and
current market participants. This should abate as more evidence is demonstrated for
business gains and wider economic impact



Associated reputation – Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies, their volatility and connection
to criminal circles have tended to monopolize mainstream news and debate. The lack
of awareness and understanding in wider corporate and public spaces undermines
confidence in the new technology, although this should be a lesser concern with
wholesale capital market users.



Regulatory focus and supervision – to date, there has been a lack of consistent
regulatory clarity across jurisdictions, although regulators in the majority of developed
western markets have generally been receptive to DLT, and taken active steps to
support market development.



Clarity on governance – given the shared nature of the data and technology, questions
remain on the appropriate way to govern the use of the technology, which requires
“co-opetition” – i.e., collaboration, often between competitors for overall shared
benefits. This can be a market specific issue - the use of private, permissioned ledgers
facilitates closed market user groups to define this for their operation.



Privacy and cyber security – demonstrating that commercially sensitive and
proprietary data can be handled and securely protected “on and off ledger”. Cyber
security and resilience are a core element of brand and reputation within capital
markets, and FMIs are a “target of choice” for criminal and/or potentially malevolent
elements.



Technical and standards – a wide array of technical protocols and standards has
evolved through early-stage innovation. These will coalesce over time into market
standards through collaboration and use – these are critical to the adoption of any
innovative connective technology. Protocols and standard APIs will facilitate
interoperability between networks and integration of DLT with existing legacy
systems.
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Recent DLT Trends – what is the relevance for FMI’s?
FMIs are moving from “proof of concept” to “proof of value”.
In recent years tangible progress has been made across a number of markets in regards to
DLT and digital asset adoption:











HQLAx, is a live digital collateral registry backed by Deutsche Borse and industry users
and based on a DLT platform enables triparty and collateral managers to optimize
liquidity and assets cross markets. In January 2021 it completed a successful third
strategic investment round with market participants, with further commitment from
major banks to join the live system in 2021.
The Swiss Digital Exchange (SDX) – which is operated by SIX, Switzerland’s primary
stock exchange group – is building a fully integrated issuance, trading, settlement and
custody infrastructure for digital assets.
The Singapore Exchange (SGX) together with the Monetary Authority of Singapore
(MAS) successfully trialed DLT to provide DvP for digital assets as part of its Project
Ubin initiative.
More recently, SGX used its DLT-enabled digital asset issuance platform to issue its
first ever digital bond issuance for Olam International together with HSBC. Not only
was it Asia’s first digital bond but also, more importantly, it streamlined the whole
bond issuance process using smart contracts to easily capture the rights and
obligations of parties involved in the transaction.
Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing (HKEX) announced the launch of HKEX Synapse in
2020, a platform based on DLT that uses smart contracts to standardize and streamline
post-trade workflows for northbound Stock Connect trades.
ASX, the Australian Securities Exchange is looking to replace its equities clearing and
settlement system with DLT, although launch has been delayed to 2023.
The DTCC has ‘re-platformed’ its credit derivatives Trade Information Warehouse
(TIW) on distributed ledger technology (DLT) and cloud and is particularly focussed of
late on how DLT will assist accelerated processing and settlement in the securities
space.

As demonstrated above, the industry is moving at quite a pace, committing capital and
demonstrating commercial viability.
Regulatory Progress
The nature of disruptive innovation is that it does things that were not obvious previously,
perhaps least of all to regulators. This means predicting how markets will operate, and the
supporting regulatory framework will remain difficult for the foreseeable future.
Notwithstanding this, the many proof of value initiatives, some involving central authorities,
are delivering valuable guidance and lessons learnt. Alongside these developments there has
been a wealth of very practical and well thought out academic and professional research
studies into legal and regulatory issues specific to capital markets raised by DLT, smart
contracts and digital assets.
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As noted above, regulators in the majority of developed western capital markets have
generally been receptive to DLT, and taken active steps to support market development.
As part of its Digital Markets Package initiative, the European Commission has proposed a
pilot regime to enable regulated institutions to develop DLT-based infrastructure for the
trading, custody and settlement of securities and proposes a Europe wide harmonized
framework to oversee issuance of crypto-assets. This will allow operators to request
exemptions from certain regulatory requirements that have previously been identified as
legal and regulatory obstacles to such developments. Under the regime, authorized FMI
would be eligible to apply to operate a DLT multilateral trading facility (DLT MTF) and/or
permission to operate a DLT securities settlement system (DLT SSS).
It is anticipated that the pilot will accelerate the use of DLT in capital markets and inform
debate at the regulatory and legal level. Linklaters, a leading law practice in digital
developments consider this initiative to be a potential “game changer” for DLT and digital
security tokens39.
How should FMI’s respond?
DLT technologies clearly present a combination of threats and opportunities for FMI’s. Not
every FMI will have the resources to actively participate in developing DLT, but depending on
appetite for innovation the following actions should be considered:








At a minimum, FMI’s should factor DLT into their strategic planning
Understand DLT and actively monitor its development by FMIs and capital markets
participants and technology providers. Establish information sharing partnerships
with other FMIs. Join or contribute to industry-wide working groups (business and
technology)
Engage with potential DLT vendors, specialist providers and suppliers
Create internal innovation groups to identify value-add DLT applications within the
business
Become actively involved in DLT development, perhaps by joining an existing DLT
consortium or leveraging “blockchain as a service”
Future proof non DLT technology investment decisions by considering how it could
integrate with DLT, or provide future optionality on digital asset development.

39
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Section E: Adapting BCP and Operational Resilience Capabilities to a
New Reality
Recent events have put a spotlight on operational resilience. Whilst capital markets had not
typically planned for an event impacting so many regions and asset classes at the same time,
the industry managed to maintain functioning markets.
Nevertheless, firms have become aware of two sets of important vulnerabilities: the
increased third-party risk and challenges relating to offshored services; and the secondary
impacts of working from home, including increased cyber, privacy and compliance risks.

NewCo should consider the above and ensure policies and procedures take full account of a
new reality when defining Operational Resilience.
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Section F: Glossary
Basel I & II: International standard for banking regulators issued by the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision. Basel II uses a concept with three pillars describing a) minimum capital
requirements (see regulatory capital), b) supervisory review processes and c) market
discipline. Basel I is the previous international standard.
Bilateral Contract: Relationship between two market participants regarding trade, collateral
and / or clearing agreements. Within a bilateral market organization all market participants
have individually negotiated contract relationships with each other (see multilateral).
Broker: A company acting as an intermediary between buyers and sellers of derivatives or
securities, effectively channelling orders to the market for execution. For this service, brokers
charge a commission. Pure brokers only act as agents on behalf of the trading parties.
Broker-dealer: A broker also acting as buyer or seller to transactions and thus becoming a
principal party to a deal (often in the form of market making). In the OTC derivatives segment,
broker-dealers usually act as counterparty to end customers. As the broker-dealer – usually a
large universal or investment bank – also assumes principal risk, commissions are higher than
for pure brokerage.
Central counterparty (CCP): Legal entity that acts as an intermediary between the parties
involved in a securities or derivatives trade and acts as the seller to every buyer and the buyer
to every seller, minimizing the default risk and facilitating netting, without revealing the
buyer’s or seller’s identity.
Central securities depository (CSD): An institution that acts purely as an agent performing
clearing, settlement, custody, safekeeping and notary functions. In the derivatives arena,
CSDs only provide their services in the rare case of physical settlement.
Clearing: In the case of derivatives, the management of open derivatives positions including
their netting. Termination of derivatives contracts is also part of derivatives clearing and
involves establishing final positions for settlement. Mitigating the counterparty risk on open
derivatives positions is the most important aspect of derivatives clearing. As derivatives
contracts can have very long lives, clearing plays a crucial role in the derivatives value chain
and is considerably more complex than, for example, the clearing of cash equities.
Clearing license: A clearing member must have a license to become a member of a clearing
house. According to the licensing agreements, securities and money settlement accounts are
set up and obligations to pledge financial collateral have to be fulfilled.
Clearing margin: Margin posted by a member of a clearing house.
Clearing member: Market participant holding a clearing license. A clearing member may also
act as a general clearing member.
Close out: An open position is offset (closed out) by executing a transaction that is equal and
opposite to that which established the open position.
Collateral: Financial or other tangible assets pledged by a borrower to secure an obligation.
If the borrower defaults, the collateral is used to fulfil the obligation.
Collateral liquidation: In the case of a counterparty defaulting, the central counterparty can
– after netting the claims and liabilities of the defaulted counterparty – liquidate pledged
collateral to close open positions and secure payments.
Collateralization: The use of collateral to secure a transaction. In the derivatives market,
collateralization plays an important role to manage counterparty risk in the on-exchange
(where collateral is pledged to CCPs) and OTC segments.
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Counterparty: The opposite party to a financial transaction. Normally the counterparty of the
buyer of a contract is the seller of that contract. In the case of CCP-cleared derivatives, the
clearing house acts as the central counterparty to each party to a transaction, thereby
removing counterparty risk from the members.
Counterparty risk: The risk that a counterparty to a (derivatives) contract defaults and cannot
(completely) fulfil its contractual obligations.
Coupon Covenant: attached to a financial instrument entitling the holder to dividend or
interest payments.
Credit rating: Creditworthiness of an institution or company describing its ability and
willingness to pay outstanding positions. Credit ratings are assessed by rating agencies such
as Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s.
Exposure Potential maximum loss: In derivatives transactions, exposure can be broken down
into two components: a) the current gross market value of the derivative, i.e., the amount
that a counterparty would lose if the other counterparty defaulted today, and b) an add-on
for potential future exposure to capture the risk of market value fluctuation. Forward
(contract): A derivatives contract for the delivery or receipt of a specific amount of an
underlying, at a set price, on a certain date in the future.
Future (or futures contract): A standardized derivatives contract for the delivery or receipt of
a specific amount of an underlying, at a set price, on a certain date in the future. Futures are
traded on derivatives exchanges.
Default fund: One of the lines of defence of a clearing house. If one trading party cannot
honour its obligations due to a default, these can be covered by the clearing fund (in the
unlikely case that the other lines of defence, daily compensation of losses and collateral, are
not sufficient). Clearing members have to contribute capital to the clearing fund.
General clearing member (GCM): Clearing member holding a clearing license that enables it
to act as an intermediary for non-clearing members.
Hedging: Method of securing open positions exposed to price risks by entering into a position
with the opposite risk profile. For example, an existing portfolio can be hedged through the
use of derivatives, such as futures and options.
Infrastructure: Organizational structures needed for the financial market to function, e.g.,
exchanges, central counterparties or settlement depositories.
Interconnectedness Degree to which market participants are linked to each other. In the case
of a bilaterally organized market, all market participants are highly interconnected as only visà-vis relationships exist.
Interdealer-broker An intermediary facilitating transactions between different
(broker)dealers in the OTC segment. In recent years, the interdealer broker segment has
significantly gained importance in the derivatives market and is now almost as large as the
exchange segment in terms of revenues.
ISDA master agreement: Model agreement for OTC derivatives transactions developed by
market participants led by the International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA). The
use of master agreements has significantly reduced the legal risk in the OTC segment.
Liquidity: Ability to buy or sell a security at any point in time and in large volumes without
substantially affecting its price.
Liquidity risk: The risk that a derivatives contract cannot be closed at its fair value due to a
lack of sufficient supply / demand in the market.
Margin Collateral: (cash or pledged security) deposited by the clearing member to guarantee
the fulfilment of a derivatives transaction and cover the risk exposure of the clearing house.
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Margin deposit: Cash or securities deposited with a clearing house by trading parties of
exchange traded derivatives contracts. Margin deposits serve to protect the clearing house in
case of trading parties defaulting. The amount of margin required is calculated in relation to
the market risk exposure of each trading party and covers the risk of adverse price changes
that devalue the trading position.
Market maker: A financial intermediary that offers to buy and sell securities or derivatives by
providing quotes on a continuous basis. Thereby it is assured that parties wanting to trade
find a counterparty and liquidity is ensured. Large universal and investment banks often act
as market makers.
Market risk: The risk that the price of a derivative changes because the price of the underlying
changes. Participants in the derivatives market deliberately take on market risk exposure.
Matching: Automatic offsetting and execution of orders in a trading system or automatic
collection and comparison of trade data from dealers, brokers and other market participants.
Consistent trade data results in an immediate trade confirmation that is legal and binding.
MiFID: European Union directive on markets in financial instruments (MiFID) which
harmonizes the regulatory regime for investment services and activities within the member
states of the European Union.
Multilateral Trading Facility (MTF): A public trading venue operated by an investment fi rm
or a market infrastructure provider that brings together the buying and selling interests of
market participants.
Mutualization of losses: Losses are born by all parties involved. For example, all clearing
members of a central counterparty cover the outstanding positions of a defaulted clearing
member with their collateral pledges and clearing fund contributions.
Net counterparty risk exposure: Exposure of derivatives contracts after netting the positions
or obligations of trading partners or participants.
Netting Offsetting: buy and sell positions over a given period of time so that market
participants only have to settle the balance. One of the functions and advantages of the CCP.
If two parties agree to net their positions, this is called bilateral netting. Central
counterparties even allow the netting of three or more parties’ positions, which is called
multilateral netting.
Netting efficiency: Degree to which opposite positions or obligations are offset among trading
partners or participants to reduce exposure, the required settlements or payments. Notional
amount (outstanding): Value or nominal amount of the underlying of a derivatives contract.
It is therefore similar in nature to the market capitalization of bond or equity markets.
Novation/ Open Offer: Act of replacing a party to a contract with a new party. In the case of
CCP-cleared derivatives, the CCP steps into the derivatives contract and acts as a buyer to all
sellers, and vice versa. Thus, the CCP is the universal counterparty to all contracts.
Open interest: Open derivatives positions either measured in terms of contracts or in terms
of value.
Operational risk: The risk of deficiencies in information systems or internal controls, human
error, or management failure resulting in unexpected losses.
Option (or options contract): A derivatives contract giving the buyer the right to buy (call) or
sell (put) a specific quantity of a specific underlying, at a fixed price, on, or up to, a specified
date. The seller is obliged to sell or buy the asset if the option is exercised.
Order: A contractually binding request to other market participants to buy or sell a specific
quantity of a financial instrument at a defined price.
Order book Contains all current orders for a certain product at a derivatives exchange or an
OTC trading platform.
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Organized market: Multilateral trading venue for OTC and exchange-traded derivatives.
Organized markets comprise regulated markets (i.e., derivatives exchanges), multilateral
trading facilities (MTFs) as well as electronic crossing networks or interdealer-brokers for OTC
derivatives. The term organized market is thus a broader term than public trading venue,
which is limited to regulated markets and MTFs.
Over the counter (OTC): Transactions between two or more trading parties that are not
conducted in a regulated market. In the derivatives market, the OTC segment is by far the
largest part of the market.
Price discovery (function): Process of finding the equilibrium price for assets and securities
through the interaction of buyers and sellers within the market. Price discovery for exchangetraded financial instruments takes place continuously as bid and ask offers are channelled and
therefore matched at all times.
Public trading venue: A market system where buying and selling interests are brought
together to enable a contract to be negotiated, meaning that trade execution takes place
under the market system’s defi ned rules. The rules relate to market membership, admission
of trading instruments, trading rules between members, reporting, and transparency
obligations. Both exchanges and multilateral trading facilities are public trading venues in
MiFID terms.
Quote: The simultaneous entry of a limit buy and limit sell order for a derivatives product at
an exchange or another electronic marketplace. Market makers provide quotes, effectively
establishing a market for a product.
Regulated market: A public trading venue that is subject to stricter regulation and supervision
than multilateral trading facilities, e.g., rules for trading instrument admission, trade
controlling and reporting. Regulated markets for derivatives are e.g., Eurex, CME and ICE.
Regulation: A system of rules to influence market financial institutions, market infrastructure
providers and market mechanisms and, hence, to prevent market failures and breakdowns.
Rules can be in the form of self-regulation agreements (e.g., ISDA master agreement) or set
by government authorities (e.g., Capital Requirement Directive, MiFID). Regulatory capital:
The capital that banks must maintain according to certain statutory rules (often based on the
Basel capital standards). The amount of regulatory capital required depends on the riskiness
of the bank’s assets. A bank active in the derivatives market must maintain certain regulatory
capital to cover part of the exposure (mostly in the form of counterparty risk) from its open
positions.
Risk management: Identification and valuation of risks that are linked to a derivatives
contract. The probability of events involving risk is then minimized and controlled.
Risk mitigation: Reducing the value at risk of derivative contracts, e.g., through netting and
collateralization.
Security: An investment instrument which offers evidence of debt or equity, usually issued by
a corporation, government or other organizations.
Settlement: Payment and delivery of a securities transaction. In the case of derivatives, the
payment of cash to fulfil the obligation arising from a derivatives contract (cash settlement)
or the payment of cash for an underlying and the delivery of the underlying in return (physical
delivery).
Spread: Absolute or relative difference between the bid and ask limit of the issuer’s quote.
Standardization: Contract standardization refers to the process of defining uniform contract
clauses, e.g., standardized clauses on maturities, coupons, settlement / netting rules and
jurisdictions. Process standardization covers the organizational and technical alignment of
trade execution, clearing, and settlement processes across the financial industry. Supervision:
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Controlling market participants, market infrastructure providers and market mechanisms
according to predefined standards or regulations. Controlling can be processed in the form of
self-assessment or by government authorities.
Swap (contract): A derivatives contract under which the two counterparties agree to
exchange cash flows at future dates as stipulated in the contract.
Systemic risk: The risk that the failure of one market participant has adverse effects on other
participants, destabilizing the market as a whole.
Trade confirmation: Information on trades sent to market participants after the execution
and matching of trades, e.g., trade number, trading contract, and trade price.
Trade repository: Platform where data on traded derivatives contracts is registered and posttrade recordkeeping on contracts is enabled. A repository provides information on, for
example, the number and value of outstanding contracts, the size of counterparty risk or
outstanding positions.
Underlying: The financial instrument, physical asset or variable upon which a derivatives
contract is based.
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